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abstract
The article deals with medieval artistic activity, focused on three examples: the 
Late-Romanesque project for the cathedral in Ciudad Rodrigo, the doorway of San-
ta María la Real in Olite and the vault of the apse in the old cathedral in Salamanca. 
The evolution of artistic practice is presented and the relations between the centre 
and the periphery that governed the spread of the new styles are analysed. In the 
first case, Santiago de Compostela was taken as the inspiration for a project whose 
justification lay more in ideological and propagandistic reasons. In the Navarrese 
case, it was Paris that supplied the channels and the history works to explain the 
affinities. In the last case, it was from Italy that the novelties arrived. The visual cul-
ture and the modes that the artistic work belongs to are analysed.
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While reflecting on medieval artistic activity, Roland Recht argues that “a Medi-
eval artist invents nothing, in the sense that we give to the term, but rather appro-
priates a repertoire that he transforms and transmits to his surroundings.”1 The aim 
of this article is to analyze those repertoires and transformations and their transmis-
sion and causes. As such the article centres on the process of creating artistic work. 
We will focus on three examples: the late-Romanesque work of the City Cathedral, 
the façade of the church of Santa Maria la Real of Olite, and the central altarpiece 
of Salamanca cathedral. Our objective will be to ultimately formulate the evolution 
of artistic practice and define both the occurrence of models in the broadest sense of 
the term, as well as any detectable variants in their execution. The examples taken 
from these corresponding sets of monuments, separated in both space and time 
and by the diversity of their techniques and genres, provide us with a wealth of 
information and which can be compared precisely because of their heterogeneity. It 
is however true that we could have chosen other examples, but these three works 
had drawn our attention monographically thus leading them to be chosen for these 
purposes. In any case, the specificity of each field of artistic creation must not be for-
gotten, as obviously a monumental sculpture is different from a painted altarpiece. 
Each one obeys its own principles that should be taken into account although the 
three cases share the fact of being public monuments.
The first in the series is the late-Romanesque production of monumental sculp-
tures in the Cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo. In the Kingdom of Castile, it was a work 
on the frontier in the twin senses of the word —on the edge of the advance of the 
Reconquest and also near the line drawn with the Portuguese. Nowadays there are 
five sculptural reliefs set in the Las Cadenas (the Chains) façade. We do not know 
their original setting. The changes and reshaping certainly did not affect them be-
yond constraining them, in excess, to the frame that shelters them today.2 Their for-
mal characterization and iconography make them perfect for gracing and decorating 
the entrances of this cathedral. In response to the topography, their placement at 
the south end of the transept makes this entrance the most urban of façades of the 
city, as already noted in the historiography.3 Precisely this public character explains 
the formal richness and the chosen iconography.
The sculpture collection consists of a Christ Pantocrator attended by an apostolic 
quartet: Saint Peter and Saint John on his right and Saint Paul and Saint James on 
his left, with a relief of Mary and child in a lateral bay. The topography of the church 
agrees with the current placement. The apse chapels are dedicated to the same 
1. Recht, Roland. “La circulation des artistes, des oeuvres, des modeles dans l´Europe médiévale”. Revue 
de l´art, 120 (1998): 2, 7.
2. For information on such problems, see: Lahoz, Lucía. “Sobre galerías, portadas e imágenes. La escul-
tura monumental en la catedral de Ciudad Rodrigo”, La catedral de Ciudad Rodrigo. Visiones y revisiones, 
Eduardo Azorfa, ed. Salamanca: Diputación Salamanca-Caja Duero Obra Social-Diócesis de Ciudad Ro-
drigo, 2006: 199-211.
3. Traditional historiography on the cathedral has already commented on this urban quality. “It is the 
most contested façade,” states Antonio Sánchez Cabañas in Historia Civitatense. Ciudad Rodrigo: Diócesis 
de Ciudad Rodrigo, 2001: 142. This is also highlighted in Crozet, René. “La cathèdrale de Ciudad Ro-
drigo”. Bulletín Monumental, 130 (1970): 100.
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two apostles, Peter and John, rejecting a relationship between the monumental 
program and the adjacent liturgical spaces. In addition, the commonality and coin-
cidence with other Spanish specimens on southern facades leads one to doubt that 
this was their original position. The format in which they are displayed, a sort of 
relief plaque, complicates their integration into the tympanum, not surprising given 
its scant influence on later artistic practice (the style is unknown in the Roman-
esque of Salamanca). The type of composition is consistent with the relief plaques 
arranged in a frieze. Christ accompanied by John and Paul, Peter and James are part 
of the apostolic syntheses so widely developed in Romanesque sculpture. Francesca 
Español has linked the Ciudad Rodrigo collections, at least iconographically, with 
examples from Santo Domingo de la Calzada and Santillana del Mar, all within a 
broad and well documented tradition in both Castilian lands, including Santiago de 
Carrión de los Condes, Moarves de Ojeda and Zorita del Páramo, among others and 
in southern France also helps explain the spread of the formula.4 Furthermore, here 
in Ciudad Rodrigo, the sculptures were placed together with the Virgin filling the 
adjacent arch, here portrayed as a Sedes Sapientae and interpreted as Maiestas Mariae.
Within the norms of hierarchical perspective, the larger size, more privileged lo-
cation and symbolism assumed make the Christ Pantocrator a key piece of the pro-
ject. Its placement in the central axis of the entrance reinforces the symbolism and 
the integration of Christ with the sculptures of the door as a metaphor of salvation 
—one of the most common visual metaphors in the Middle Ages. The iconographic 
format combines several types: it could be considered a synthetic vision that coin-
cides with the usual style of Romanesque doorways. The presence of the wounds 
shows the evolution of medieval religiosity towards a humanizing of the divine that 
exaggerates the more emotive images of suffering.
The apostolic quartet, where the style of the figures is of particular interest, com-
pletes the triumphal series. Saint Peter, to the right of Christ, is dressed in shining 
liturgical vestments, richly worked and similar to those exhibited by the first pope 
in the Portal of Glory (which is by no means random). Similar to the Portal of Glory, 
Peter is accompanied by the three keys, even though only a trace remains of the 
third. The physical character and treatment of the curls of hair speak of his Galician 
namesake. Those Galician evocations can also be seen in the floral motifs of the 
fleshy leaves on which the saints stand. However, the similarities are even greater in 
the figure of Saint James (Santiago), who is robed in liturgical vestments, offering a 
blessing and holding a tau-handled crook, repeating the image of Saint James found 
in the mullion of Compostela cathedral, which is in turn a symbol of the bishops 
of Santiago.5 In addition, the scallop-shells are carved in the walking crook as they 
4. Español Bertran, Francesca. “Santo Domingo de la Calzada: el cuerpo santo y los escenarios de su 
culto”, La cabecera de la catedral calceatense y el tardorrománico hispano. Actas del simposio en Santo Domingo de la 
Calzada, 29 al 31 de enero de 1998, Isidro Bango Torviso, Joaquín Yarza Luances, Francesca Español. Santo 
Domingo de la Calzada: Catedral de Santo Domingo de la Calzada, 2000: 257, note 168. 
5. The use of this style by the prelates of Compostela is documented from the time of Diego de Deza 
(1173-1208) as has been noted by Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “La ilustración del códice Calixtino de Sala-
manca y su contexto histórico”, Patrimonio artístico en Galicia y otros estudios. Ángela Franco Mata, coord. 
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are in other examples found in Galicia.6 Even the halo, partly missing, matches the 
Galician model in the Portal of Glory. The facial features are an imitation of the same 
model, although this has gone unnoticed since the historiography has paid only 
limited attention to these sculptures, given their supposedly lesser quality, which 
on being analyzed in detail is far from such a negative evaluation. The remaining 
couple follow the same patterns, Saint Paul accompanied by an open book —as in 
Compostela— and Saint John also with a volume. The same choice of the apostolic 
quartet matches the right jamb of the central portal in Compostela, while being sure 
to note the condition of the main figures and the fact that the quartet is repeated 
in all the apostolic syntheses. The pedestals of the group are covered in plant forms 
that repeat the model of Santiago, this even dictates the specific position of the feet.
It is possible that these figures, together with the Virgin, form a group, given the 
frequency with of the link between a Christ Pantocrator associated with an image 
of the Virgin, their connection reinforcing the values of Redemption within the 
synthetic character peculiar to the era. The Ciudad project offers a good example, 
not as a story or spectacle, but rather as a sudden revelation that the spectator will 
understand with a single glance, dissociating the image of Christ from the figures 
that accompany it, “since the great Romanesque visions of God are, in effect, de-
signed to surprise and captivate the eye with a visual coherence, both intellectual 
and stylistic” as Christe notes.7
The stylistic parentage of the work is more problematic. Gomez Moreno has 
linked the cathedral to Corbeil8 something later writers have repeated.9 On studying 
the sculptures of the cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo, the thesis of its link to the Portal 
of Glory has repeated in the literature, even while this dependence has also been 
applied to the pórtico de los pies, something that, in my opinion, distracts from what 
ought to be studied. Perhaps in defense of these supposed references to Compostela, 
Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia, 2004: 279. On the Galician model, its origins and the combi-
nation of its historical and ideological influences, see: Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “El patronato artístico 
del arzobispo Gelmírez (1100-1140) su reflejo en la obra e imagen de Santiago”, Pistoia y el Camino de 
Santiago: una dimensione europea nella Toscana medioevala. Atti del Convengo Internazionale di Studi Pistoia, 
28-29-30 settembre 1984, Luca Gai, ed. Perugia: Perugia: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 1987: 247-262. See 
also: Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “El 1 de abril de 1188. Marco histórico y contexto litúrgico en la obra de 
Pórtico de la Gloria”, El Pórtico de la Gloria. Música, arte y pensamiento. Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de 
Galicia, 1988: 120.
6. One of the first instances where this is documented is the staff of bishop Don Bernardo, buried at 
Santa María del Sar (+1224) as well as the staff of the Holy Queen in Coimbra; see: Moralejo Álvarez, 
Serafín. “Báculo de Santa Isabel de Portugal”, Santiago camino de Europa. Culto y cultura en la peregrinación 
a Compostela. Santiago de Compostela: Dirección Xeral do Patrimonio Histórico e Documental, 1993: 334-
435 (doc nº 136).
7. Christe, Yves. Les Grands Portails Romans. Ginebra: Droz, 1968: 155.
8. Gómez Moreno, Manuel. Catálogo monumental de España-Provincia de Salamanca. Salamanca: Caja 
Duero, 2003: 321.
9. José Ramón Nieto Gonzélez upholds this same opinion: Nieto González, José Ramón. Ciudad Rodrigo. 
Análisis del Patrimonio artístico. Salamanca: Durius Cultural, 1998: 37. It should also be noted that, relative 
to the medieval indications, the author restricts himself to gathering the above citations. The references 
in the rest of the historiography have not gone beyond the level of mere description.
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as elucidated by Martínez Frías, the documentary confusion between the respective 
masters, Mateo and Benito Sánchez, has played a role. A connection to Santiago 
Cathedral is obvious, but where these connections crystallize is another matter. 
Given the similarities in both formal and especially iconographic elements outlined 
above, I suspect that where the sculpture in Ciudad Rodrigo is particularly receptive 
of and indebted to influence from Compostela is in this group of six figures, and 
even more so, the apostolic quartet. This is where we can speak of the consolidated 
power of Santiago. The solution gives a conscious turn to the ideological nuances 
involved and to the desire to mark, “urbi et orbi,” the strong support of the Galician 
archbishops for the creation of the see. As is known, the partisanship and strong 
defense of the archbishop of Santiago was crucial for the creation of Ciudad Rodrigo 
Cathedral; furthermore, the church became a suffragan bishopric of Compostela. 
The formal debts and, above all, the iconographic references publicize and celebrate 
this artistic precedence whose monumental expression could not be more appropri-
ate; as Baschet noted: “visual productions influence the social reality with which 
they are linked, however complex these ties might be.”10
We do not know exactly when the project was carried out, and there is no 
documentary evidence about this. The images show their dependence on Santiago 
de Compostela and everything seems to indicate that this is not merely a stylistic 
contribution, but rather a desired imitation —an artistic creation that is fully aware 
of the ideology and semantic role underlying the work. An especially important 
point in time when this situation was forged can be found during the bishopric of 
Pedro de Ponte (1173-1189); as Angel Barrios already stated. “With it, the idea of 
‘renewing’ the diocese was abandoned for the goal of imposing ‘creation.’”11 I believe 
that the statement made by the Episcopal character of Saint Peter and Saint James 
in the Ciudad Rodrigo statuary is not arbitrary, even though this may only refer to 
Compostela in some cases.12 The monumental iconography presents the apostles as 
the Episcopal predecessors to the See of Ciudad Rodrigo. At a time when everything 
began to be geared towards consolidating the idea of “creation,” this could not be 
more appropriate, taking into consideration the visual uses of the images.
In the words of the above historian: “In whatever sense, the diocesan government 
of Pedro Ponte was extraordinarily positive.”13 In fact, it is strange that the adoption 
of the new diocese by the Holy See did not occur until June of 1175, acknowledged 
10. Baschet, Jerôme. “Inventiva y serialidad de las imágenes medievales. Por una aproximación iconográ-
fica avanzada”. Relaciones, 77 (1999): 51.
11. Barrios García, Ángel. “En torno a los orígenes y la consolidación de la diócesis de Ciudad Rodrigo”, 
Actas del Congreso de Historia de la Diócesis de Ciudad Rodrigo. 50 años de normalización de la sucesión episcopal. 
Ciudad Rodrigo, del 16 al 19 de noviembre de 2000, Julián López Martín, ed. Ciudad Rodrigo: without 
publisher, 2002: I, 197.
12. These are not limited to this case alone; the professor Español has already noted the case of San Pedro 
in the relief of Santo Domingo de la Calzada, where it is also accompanied by a staff, as opposed to other 
models like that of Santillana del Mar. Español Bertran, Francesca. “Santo Domingo de la Calzada...”: 
257. However, I suspect that the choice of Santo Domingo need not have been at the margins of their 
intentions of claiming their own See.
13. Barrios García, Ángel. “En torno a los orígenes y la consolidación...”: 197.
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in the bull by Alexander III.14 We even know that Alexander himself was in charge 
of the negotiations in Rome and the fruit of these diplomatic efforts appears in 
the bull. Sanchez-Oro goes even further, claiming that: “by adopting the title 
‘Civitatensis episcopus,’ they legally inaugurated the episcopate of Ciudad Rodrigo, 
consigning their predecessors to obscurity.”15 The bishop is assumed to have been 
born in Galicia, with a career tied to both the church and the monarchy. He held the 
post of royal notary from 1163 until 1170 when he rose to the rank of chancellor, 
eventually gaining the title of Schoolmaster of Santiago Cathedral, a position he 
occupied until being appointed Bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo.16 He was situated in royal 
circles and close to the highest clergy in the kingdom and found the favor of the 
metropolitan bishop.17 Everything came together to create an optimal framework 
for the production of such a monumental program. As such, it is quite possible 
to think of it being conceived in the final years of Pedro Ponte’s mandate (and 
within the line and dictates of the sculptural works of Compostela), even though 
the sculptural project —the project’s end result— doubtless materialized several 
years later. The generous assistance of the monarchy for the new See supports this 
conjecture, embodied by rich rewards, as accepted in the historiography, which 
culminated in the diocesan hierarchy becoming the holder of an important rural 
domain by 1175.18 It becomes evident that this situation, in the final years of 
Pedro’s prelateship, created the right climate to begin construction of a monumental 
cathedral, especially bearing in mind, “that an artistic campaign is above all an 
economic enterprise,” as Moralejo has noted.19
However, it should be emphasized that completion of the project cannot be assigned 
to Pedro’s episcopacy. The actual chronology of the Portal of Glory is questionable, 
but what is indisputable is that during Pedro’s prelateship, right up to the final years, 
everything converged in an ideal moment for the project’s formulation, with its 
constant nods to Compostela, taking the metropolitan model as an example and 
reference, celebrating, as in Santiago, the autonomy and the primacy of the diocese. 
In this case, we must remember the problems with the bishopric of Salamanca (as 
14. Fita, Fidel. “El papa Alejandro III y la diócesis de Ciudad Rodrigo (años 1173-1175)”. Boletín de la Real 
Academia de la Historia, 61 (1913): 142-147.
15. Sánchez-Oro Rosa, Juan José. Orígenes de la diócesis de Ciudad Rodrigo. Episcopado, monasterios y órdenes 
militares (1161-1264). Ciudad Rodrigo: Centro de Estudios Mirobrigenses-Ayuntamiento de Ciudad Ro-
drigo, 1999: 71.
16. The development of his professional career can be found in González, Julio. Regesta de Fernando II. 
Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-Instituto Jerónimo Zurita, 1943: 164,169-170, 
218-223.
17. There are many references to this prelate. I have worked with them elsewhere, see: Lahoz, Lucía. 
Sobre galerías...: 207 and following. They need not be repeated here. 
18. This is emphasized by Barrios García, Ángel. “En torno a los orígenes y la consolidación...”: 199.
19. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “Notas para un revisión de la obra de J.K. Conant”, Arquitectura Románica 
da catedral da Compostela, John Kenneth Conant. Santiago de Compostela: Colexios da Arquitectos de 
Galicia, 1983: 24.
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other historians have already emphasized).20 Thus, this makes the value of the 
ideology on Pedro’s part more reasonable, even though the materialization of the 
project outlasted his prelature, especially so when we know that his successors’ work 
was directed towards supporting the ongoing consolidation initiated under Pedro 
Ponte.
Nor can we ignore the problems that this hypothesis might create in connec-
tion with the architectural project. The almost total loss of the original front of the 
building prevents us from knowing if there were other artistic models or debts.21 
Meanwhile, Martinez Frias has also highlighted one key to the original shell of the 
church: he has linked an angel placed in the only original apse that still remains 
today with models from around 1200 already seen in Salamanca Cathedral. Those 
cathedral models from Salamanca, together with others in the parish of Saint Mar-
tin, have been linked to the astrophourous in the crypt beneath the Portal of Glory by 
Professor Moralejo for which he defends a date around 1175.22
All this seems to indicate that the entire project can be accredited to Pedro de 
Ponte. Certainly he was the mastermind, designing the monumental sculptural 
program to consolidate his See, in accordance with the visual culture of the time. 
His own biography, the previous posts he filled and his ongoing contacts with 
Compostela placed him in a privileged position to know and understand the final 
consequences of what was taking place in the metropolitan See. For the aspect 
that interests us in this study, the significance of these connections and works are 
richer than has been stated so far. To start with, they give us clear examples of 
the importance of the commissioner in artistic creation, the introduction of great 
new developments and the change in tone of the production. The initiative also 
radically changed the artistic production in Ciudad Rodrigo and even Salamanca. 
It brought in new artistic tastes, made more interesting by the very marginality of 
the region. They offer a good example of the role of the client as noted by Español 
Bertran: “From this perspective, the client, who was already widely recognized as 
a great influence in the process of artistic creation during the Middle Ages, became 
a necessary element in the circulation and incorporation of more advanced artistic 
forms to a distant territory. The cosmopolitanism of the client makes him an active 
player in the aesthetic realm, capable of promoting the movement of artistic models 
from the areas where they emerged to areas further from the process of creation; 
20. Asimismo no hay que olvidar las oposiciones que desde ciertos sectores ya consolidados, en especial desde el lado 
salmantino, afloraron con motivo de la declarada intención regia de dotar una jerarquía episcopal independiente, y 
adscrita a la archidiócesis compostelana (Also, one must not forget the opposition that appeared from certain 
already consolidated sectors, in particular from the Salamancans; this opposition was motivated by the 
declared intention of the king to create an independent episcopal hierarchy and attach it to the Archdio-
cese of Compostela). Barrios García, Ángel. “En torno a los orígenes y la consolidación...”: 195.
21. Martínez Frías, José María. “La configuración arquitectónica de la catedral de Ciudad Rodrigo a lo 
largo del medievo”, La catedral de Ciudad Rodrigo. Visiones y revisiones, Eduardo Azofra, ed. Salamanca: 
Diputación de Salamanca-Caja Duero Obra Social-Diócesis de Ciudad Rodrigo, 2006: 109-157.
22. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “La imagen arquitectónica de la catedral de Santiago de Compostela”, Il 
peregrinaggio a Santiago de Compostella e la letteratura Jacopea. Atti del Convengo Internazionale di Studi: Perugia 
23-24-25 de setiembre de 1983, Giovanna Scalia, ed. Perugia: Università degli Studi di Perugia, 1985: note 26.
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and thereby contribute to modifying the until then dominant artistic language in 
those marginal areas.”23 In fact, Don Pedro must have been fully familiar with what 
was being done in the Galician cathedral.
On the other hand, its projection or even better its subsequent impact should 
be analyzed. Although this influence seems negligible, it would be worth asking 
ourselves about the rate of the flow of influences with the key Salamancan models. 
The works in Ciudad Rodrigo may be earlier and if so, this would reinforce the idea 
of the influences flowing from Ciudad Rodrigo to Salamanca and not the other way 
as has been claimed to date. 
With regard to the dissemination of the models, one can follow the center-
periphery schema that came to govern the general behavior of the life of artistic 
styles.24 Even so, as Castelnuovo and Ginzburg have already noted, “for artistic 
practices, things are not so simple and the terms center and periphery, as well 
as their mutual connections, should be relocated in the full geographic, political, 
economic, religious, and artistic complexity.”25 The adoption of the Compostelan 
template for the cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo obeys formal rules, but it was above 
all the ideological baggage whose use proved most decisive for the artistic choice. 
Without denying the status and prestige of the privileged and prestigious work of 
the Portal of Glory, as is known, its huge impact lasted throughout the medieval 
centuries.26 As Kurmann has highlighted: “The artist, or rather, the craftsman of 
the Middle Ages based their work on the authority of prototypes. By combining the 
images and styles available to them in a new way, the medieval artist reconciled his 
own creativity with the established authority.”27 However, in the case of Salamanca, 
more important than the decoration, it is the condecoración, so the overall decorative 
program, that the power of the original model gives it that explains the similarities 
and similar resources. We would find ourselves with an evident case of the authority 
23. Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del conocimiento artístico en la Corona de Aragón (si-
glos XIV y XV)”. Cuadernos del Cemyr, 5 (1997): 75.
24. Professor Español has analyzed this schema for the peninsula: Las novedades, ya sean arquitectónicas o 
plásticas se importan desde los grandes centros creadores foráneos, salvo en períodos muy concretos y breves en los que 
este modus operandis se abandona y pasa a experimentarse directamente tanto en el plano de las formas como en 
el lenguaje figurativo. Así pues los modelos se reciben, se asimilan y se repiten hasta la saciedad, para acabar siendo 
sustituidos, finalmente, por una nueva propuesta estética que se difunde desde el ‘centro’ creador, no necesariamente 
el mismo de antes, pero siempre ultrapirenaico (Novelty, whether architectural or sculptural, was imported 
from the great foreign creative centers, except during very brief and concrete periods in which this modus 
operandis was abandoned and direct experimentation appeared both in the planning of forms and in the 
figurative language. Thus, the models received were assimilated and repeated ad nauseam until the were 
finally replaced by new aesthetic forms that spread from the creative “center,” not necessarily the same 
center as before, but always from beyond the Pyrenees). Español Bertran, Francesca. La transmisión del 
conocimiento artístico...”: 74.
25. Castelnuovo, Enrico; Ginzburg, Carlo. “Domination symbolique et geographie artistique dans 
l´histoire de l´art italien”. Actes de la recherche en sciencies sociales, 40 (1981): 1, 5. 
26. For an initial assessment, see Caamaño Martínez, Jesús María. “Pervivencias y ecos del Pórtico de 
la Gloria en el Gótico Gallego”. Actas Simposio Intsernacional sobre O Pórtico da Gloria e a Arte do seu Tempo. 
Santiago de Compostela, 3-8 de outubro de 1988. Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia, 1991: 439-456.
27. Kuurmann, Peter. “Mobilité des artistes ou mobilité des modèles? A propos de l´atelier des sculptures 
rémois au XIIIè siècle”. Revue de l´art, 120 (1998): 28.
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of prototypes, except that the prototypes were chosen above all for their ideological 
interest and contribution which their utilization provides; those in charge of the 
artistic program are invested right to the final consequences of that ideology.
The second work that draws our attention is the portal of Santa María la Real 
in Olite in the kingdom of Navarre.28 The organization of the portal is exceptional 
because of the artistic styles it brings together, producing a radically innovative set 
in the Navarrese and Hispanic traditions. Its archaic form has been unanimously 
recognized by critics. The choice of a single frame construction colors any dependence 
on previous models, although such a choice need not be considered strange for its 
parochial character. A frieze with inset niches around both sides of the entrance 
strengthens this horizontal projection, whose solution draws from various sources.
The portal integrates all the basic elements of the Gothic canon. It adopts an 
opaque architecture, regardless of the internal organization. It is formulated as a sort 
of frame within which the program is arrayed. This template is widespread in the 
Navarrese art of the period. Affinities can be found with the now lost Portal of San 
Juan de Laguardia29 and with San Saturnino de Artajona.30 The structure describes 
an architectural stage, but its limited depth and minimal dimensionality create a 
flatter, more two-dimensional scene, in contrast to other more three-dimensional 
contemporary models. The Navarrese project displays an original combination of 
new, modern influences with other older, surviving forms that exhibit a symbiosis 
between the traditional —already established or even surpassed— and the innova-
tive, connected to the more international and classical trends of the new style. This 
combination gives the work an individuality that breaks with all common styles, 
even helping to define a style of portal in common use at that time in the kingdom 
of Navarre. All of this points to Olite as a test bed where a model was born that was 
then repeated in Artajona, and Laguardia.
The organization of the scene around the portal relies on a space delineated by 
columns, with shafts of different sizes and standing pilasters covered with decora-
tions acting as jambs. The marked differences between the columned space, relying 
on Romanesque poetics, and the pilasters adjusted to a Gothic template are sur-
prising, although it is understood that these assumptions were not common at the 
time, but rather are a later product of the historiography that created and defined 
the different styles. The Romanesque style of the capitals has already been noted 
by Fernandez-Ladreda.31 We do not know if this was due to the importance of a lo-
cal tradition, with are evident similarities to the entrance to San Pedro in Olite, but 
closer links to the portal of Santiago in Puente la Reina. In the latter case, we would 
28. I have focused on this in Lahoz, Lucía. “Contribución al estudio de la portada de Santa María La Real 
de Olite”. Ondare, 18 (1999): 77-122.
29. Lahoz, Lucía. “La primitiva portada occidental de San Juan de Laguardia”. Anales de Historia del Arte, 
4 (1994): 431-439.
30. Ibarburu Asurmendi, María Eugenia. “La portada de la Iglesia de San Saturnino de Artajona (Na-
varra)”. Traza y Baza. Cuadernos hispanos de simbología. Arte y literatura, 6 (1976): 99-105. See also: Fernán-
dez Lareda, Clara. “La escultura gótica en Euskal-Herria”. Artes plásticas y Monumentales, 15 (1996): 141.
31. Fernández Lareda, Clara. “La escultura...”: 138.
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describe it as a survival, although there are some doubts about the chronology. On 
the other hand, the reutilization in the facade of part of a previous project makes 
this more feasible. Either way, the subordination to custom has already outdated 
in other Navarrese decorative programs within the supposed area of influence of 
Olite, recognizes the primacy of Santa Maria, situating it as the first in the series, as 
Fernandez Ladreda has suggested.32
The vertical rhythm is maintained by the archivolts and, in contrast with the 
usual individual divisions of the voissoirs, the work opts for a continuous decoration 
of dense and rich foliage. The span of the door is a pointed arch, slightly open for 
its time. The lintel is lined with rich and animated decorations. The structure of the 
tympanum is novel; the distribution of the sculpture uses a compromise solution 
that again refers back to earlier models. A central image dominates the whole space. 
Its vertical orientation and size make it the compositional and symbolic mainstay of 
the programmatic set, breaking with the habitual linear reading. A series of reliefs 
frame the tympanum in perfect alignment with the architectural setting. The com-
positional format keeps close analogy with models of Bourges Cathedral (c. 1160), 
with which it also correlates in its program.33
On either side of the entrance, an apostolate is arrayed in a series of running niches. 
As antecedents of the apostolate, Romanesque and Late-Romanesque Hispanic 
examples have been cited for their formulation including the friezes in Santiago 
de Compostela, Carrión de los Condes, Moarves or Sangüesa itself. Unappreciated 
because of their location, those other examples crown the access, whereas here they 
flank it; even the idea of an apostolate might come from this church. This fact has led 
to its association with the north transept portal of Notre Dame in Paris, whose door 
ornaments the arch-work with gabled niches. The dependence of the sculptures in 
Olite on one of the masters of Paris reinforces this thesis.34 The differences in number 
and arrangement of the statues weakens the idea, but the value that the continuous 
frieze with figures acquired in the Gothic world cannot be ignored, even if the 
Navarrese work is limited in its depth. It stands opposite a blank wall, as opposed 
to the deeper space —real or suggested— of the other examples. This flat wall thus 
negates the projection of a theatrical space and mitigates the volume of the images 
themselves, in spite of the weight of the statues. On the other hand, the canopies 
have lost their constructional character, shrinking and restricted to being decorative 
elements. To a certain extent, this could be owed to the Parisian portal cited above.
An oculus crowns the portal. The window is inscribed with radiating tracery, in 
the best Gallic traditions. The design of the whole program comes together dynami-
cally, even though the central opening dominates the composition. The formal vo-
cabulary suggests a date in the last third of the thirteenth century, coinciding with 
the introduction of the Rayonnant Gothic into Navarre. A gable with small finials 
32. Fernández Lareda, Clara. “La escultura...”: 138.
33. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture gothique en France, 1140-1270. Paris: Flammarion, 1972: plates 1 
and 12 respectively.
34. Fernández Lareda, Clara. “La escultura...”: 138.
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crowns the façade, a solution similar to that found in its most direct inspiration, 
the door of Saint Steven’s in Paris. However, Saint Steven’s is a free interpretation, 
while in Olite, the proportional system, the articulation of the elements and the 
composition that defines the structural system, have been altered. It is within the 
realm of the adoption of canonical models and their adaptation to local necessities 
where the Hispano-Gothic presents more innovation. 
On the lintel an animated collection of tiny and surprising figures lives among the 
plant motifs. Their sources bring together diverse themes ranging from the yearly 
calendar and the Labors of the Months to others of a more burlesque tone or with 
obvious moralizing overtones, combined with still others where fantasy governed 
the chosen forms. Lagos Martinez argues that they lack an iconographic sense 
which would clarify these figures and he is inclined to relate them to the marginalia 
of Gothic manuscripts, “with that mocking duplicity between the creator and the 
viewer, and that perhaps they could also form some sort of lesson or signal based on 
the place that they occupy and the architectural space where they are included.”35
A cycle of the Christ’s infancy was designed for the tympanum, supplemented 
by a scene of his Baptism. A central image presides, both by its dimension, size, the 
significance of the image, and its position, placed in the center of the composition. 
The heart of the program develops across two levels whose linear and narrative 
rhythm is broken by the strength of the central image. It follows the conventional 
model of sequences read from right to left. Architectural settings are lacking as are 
any contextual references. The first register presents the scenes of the Annunciation, 
Birth, Massacre of the Innocents, and the flight into Egypt. However, the continuous 
reading of the sequences is broken by the treatment of the central subject. Two 
reliefs perfectly adapted to their space fill the upper part of the tympanum. These 
display the Presentation at the Temple and the Baptism of Christ. Its own unique 
devices add to the apparent clarity of the project; its “placing in context” (puesta en 
escena) is the greatest innovation. The iconographic plan follows the basic norms, 
within the canonical traditions such that the schema produced in Paris —the north 
door of the transept— seem to be the most closely related.
In its position, size, prominence and treatment, the Marian image is of extraordi-
nary originality. It stands at the axis of the tympanum and, indeed, at the core of the 
entire Navarrese project; its thematic and physical hierarchy and its privileged posi-
tion define it as the centerpiece of the program. Standing out from the relief style 
of the neighboring narrative sculptures, this central sculpture appears as a three-
dimensional structure. Its character —rather rigid and inscrutable— assimilates the 
style of a mullion. Perez Higuera had already related the work with the Puerta del 
Reloj in the tower in Toledo,36 although the seated position of the figure complicates 
this connection.
35. Martínez Lagos, Eukene. “¿Una marginalia realizada en piedra? A propósito del dintel de Santa María de 
Olite”, Revisión del Arte Medieval en Euskal Herria. San Sebastián-Donostia: Eusko Ikaskuntza, 1996: 384-395.
36. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa: “Relaciones artísticas entre Toledo, Navarra y Álava en torno a 1300”, 
Vitoria en la Edad Media. Actas del I Congreso de Estudios Históricos celebrados en esta ciudad del 21 al 26 de sep-
tiembre de 1981, Pilar Arostegui Santiago. Vitoria-Gasteiz: Ayuntamiento, 1982: 739-746. He argues more 
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The work reproduces the typical Marian group known as the Andra-Mari. It 
places the seated mother on a rich bench, completely rigid and distant even though 
she has a hint of a smile. The sculpture’s marked dependence on patterns of imagery 
indicates an assimilation of wooden sculptural models.37 This tight linkage contradicts 
the intentionality derived by investigation along new lines. The work thus becomes 
a true “icon,” in an authentic “image,” contradicting, yet complementary to the 
narrative and relief of its companions. It stands as a cult image, not dissimilar in 
typology and form to those used for the patrons of temples.
Liturgical drama was celebrated frequently in the Middle Ages. Precise in its 
staging, some clerics dressed as Magi or as shepherds move forward, giving offerings 
and worshiping an “image” with those characteristics, as defined in the Ordo Stella 
and the Officium Pastorum.38 The data supports such a status for the image in Olite. 
If they relied on the liturgical dramas on the “Sapientae” or “Throne of Wisdom” 
types, whose typologies diverge from the tympanum, it would perhaps compromise 
the hypothesis. However, the manner of supporting her hand on the back of the 
Son, as if hardly brushing him, concords with the gesture of the Virgin of Irache, 
an isolated example of the “Sedes Sapientae” style also coinciding with the child’s 
feet, dangling and in an attitude of prayer.39 Such similarities are presumably due 
to their similar function, given that even the inscription on the child’s cartouche in 
the Irache sculpture specifies its iconic status as proposed, something Fernandez-
Ladreda had already indicated.40
The central image stands as the centerpiece of the program. Its larger format, 
distinct setting and its compositional value are so expressive that they render any 
other argument unnecessary. This central “icon” would not make sense without the 
figures that walk boldly towards it from the jambs of the door. This centripetal and 
converging rhythm clarifies its true significance: the Magi appear from the left and 
the shepherds from the right. As Moralejo has noted, 
La virgen se muestra a la vez como una hierofanía, que se dirige a los espectadores y como 
un elemento más del relato; de hecho, se puede considerar como una imagen de culto —fre-
strongly in Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La puerta del Reloj de la catedral de Toledo. Toledo: Caja de Ahorros 
de Toledo, 1987: 57.
37. García Gainza, Concepción, dir. Catálogo Monumental de Navarra. III. Merindad de Olite. Pamplona: In-
stitución Príncipe de Viana, 1985: 280.
38. On this aspect, see: Forsyth, Ilene H. The Throne of Wisdom. Wood sculptures of the Madonna in Romanesque 
France. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972: 49-59; Forsyth, Ilene H. “’Magi and Magesty’: A 
Study of Romanesque Sculpture and Liturgical Drama”. The Art Bulletin, 1 (1968): 215-222. This is also 
dealt with in Mâle, Emile. “Les Rois Mages et le drame liturgique”. Gazette des Beaux Arts, 2 (1910): 261-
270.
39. Fernández Lareda, Clara. Imaginería medieval mariana. Pamplona: Departamento de Educación y Cul-
tura del Gobierno de Navarra, 1988: figure 53.
40. For this image, the above author has already raised the possibility of its connection with liturgical 
drama. See Fernández Lareda, Clara. Imaginería medieval...: 53.
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cuentemente la patrona del templo— a la que acceden los Magos, como precursores y vicarios 
de los fieles que entran en la iglesia.41
The monumental sculpture is the first image of the Mother of God that comes to 
us from Santa Maria de Olite leading us to wonder if she was originally the name-
sake of the temple. In the interior, there is a sculpture in the Basque-Navarre-Rioja 
style, crafted during the first years of the fourteenth century and thus somewhat 
after the monumental example. The wooden carving reveals certain similarities to 
the stone: the arrangement of the hand on the back and the gesture of the child, 
among others, confirms this.42 These features, without forgetting their frequency in 
Marian statuary, suggest the idea of the evolution of the statue in the tympanum 
—an earlier patron in the Andra-Mari who today presides over the church. The 
Catálogo Monumental has already pointed out the affinities between both statues.43 
If this hypothesis is confirmed, we see before us a reflection —immediate in space 
and time— of the Olite portal, even if this second sculpture obeys more devotional 
than artistic motives. One can observe the movement of models and style from one 
artistic work to another; it would be possible to speak of communities of workshops 
or even to think of the versatility of the workshops, as has been recorded in other 
areas. However, one cannot ignore the prominence of monumental sculpture, and 
especially the images of the Virgin produced in wood or marble. Think, for example, 
about the image in the mullion of Notre Dame in Paris.44 In this case, it is feasible to 
believe that the monumental image in Navarre served as a model for the wooden 
sculptures in the interior of the church. If this supposed precedence of the stone 
template might have contributed to the artistic tradition, these sculptures would be 
an example of what Recht referred to as a typological model.45 However, the works 
also present their specific content as a vehicle of ideas and particular significance 
—in this case as devotional objects. Thus we can also describe them as a cultural 
model.46 Both of these situations seem applicable in this case.
In the voussoirs on the left, the sequence of events of the visitation of the Magi is 
reenacted. An angel begins the procession towards the tympanum, its turn towards 
the center solidifies a closed design. An architectural canopy frames the angel’s 
space, following the Gothic concept of consubstantiality,47 although this is perhaps 
not unrelated to its iconic significance. The angel carries a trumpet, which besides 
41. “The Virgin is shown, in these cases, both as a hierophant addressing the spectators and as another 
element in the story; in fact, she can be regarded as a cult image —frequently as the patron of the 
church— who the Magi approach as if they were the predecessors and surrogates of the faithful entering 
the church”. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “La fachada de la sala capitular de la Dorada de Toulouse. Datos 
iconográficos para su reconstrucción”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 13 (1983): 181.
42. The wooden image can be seen in Fernández Lareda, Clara. Imaginería medieval...: 46. 
43. García Gainza, Concepción, dir. Catálogo Monumental de Navarra III...: 181.
44. On this topic, see Willianson, Paul. Escultura Gótica, 1140-1300. Madrid: Cátedra, 1997: 229.
45. Recht, Roland. Le croire et le voir. L´art des catedrales (XII è- XVè siècle). Paris: Gallimard, 1999: 354.
46. Recht, Roland. Le croire et el voir...: 354.
47. On the concept of consubstantiality, see Panowsky, Erwin. Renacimiento y Renacimientos en el Arte Oc-
cidental. Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1993: 197-98.
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its frequency in other Epiphany scenes, also testifies to the value of music in or-
chestrating the liturgical performances. As for the figure seated beside the angel, 
despite its poor state, it is presumably one of the scribes who accompanied Herod 
in the drama.48
Next to the angel is Herod, whose characterization and gestures enhance his 
authority; he is related to the Magus who becomes the nexus of the two sequences. 
The statue refers to the encounter of the wise men with king Herod and it is included, 
at the same time, in the Epiphany. A collective representation of the entire cycle is 
thus produced. In a synoptic manner, the succession of specific moments is presented 
where each figure personifies a progressive stage of the biblical events. This is partly 
formulated on classical models, which are “placed in elastic and rotating stances... 
the figures begin to move in a natural and at the same time rhythmic manner and 
begin to establish psychological contact between each other.”49 But it goes further, 
expressing a particular “moment” in the process, highlighting the subtle interplay 
of gesture and attitude. The travel clothing asserts the statue’s itinerant status, while 
the cup refers to their offertory character.
The next king is linked to his companion by his turned posture. The aim to per-
sonify the three ages of life determines his beardless presentation. He is also richly 
attired and wears a traveling cloak. In one hand, he holds a jar with his offering 
while he points with the other. A third wise man, characterized as an old man, still 
wearing a crown, completes the procession. He displays a gesture of submission and 
homage, simultaneously highlighting the Adoration and the Gifts.
From the internal voussoir an angel in liturgical garments introduces the Magi. 
This surely reflects what happened in liturgical representations, the image being 
thus borrowed from them. The intercession of the angels in some Epiphany scenes 
might also explain their presence.
The dynamics observed in this group owes much to liturgical drama, in which, 
as Male rightly pointed out, the range and abundance changed and invigorated 
the formula. Thus, this established a set of signs, attitudes and characterizations 
that were widespread in later productions, of which Olite is a good example. The 
quartet of figures here corresponds with other examples of monumental sculpture. 
According to Moralejo,
Se da así un contexto de Adoración de los Reyes, o mejor, de la Epifanía, pues es precisamente 
el carácter “epifánico”, teofánico de este episodio lo que se quiere entonces subrayar por 
medio de recursos tales como contraste de actividades, entorno espacial, tamaño, técnica o 
material entre la Virgen y el Niño y los Magos.50
48. Mâle, Emile. Les Rois Mages...: 267, recognized his presence in the work: Herodes était assis entournede 
ses escribes. They also appears on the lintel of the door of Santa Ana of Notre Dame, seated further back 
in the visual plane, supporting the monarch in the encounter with the Magi. See Sauerlander, Willibald. 
La scupture...: plate 40.
49. Panosfsky, Erwin. Renacimiento...: 109.
50. “There is, therefore, a context of the Adoration of the Magi, or better, the Epiphany, as it is precisely 
the ‘Epiphanic’ character, a theophany, which is thus highlighted in this episode through resources in-
cluding the contrast in attitudes, spatial distribution, size, technique or material used in the Virgin, the 
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As is customary, 
Los magos utilizan la progresión dinámica de actitudes desde la postura estatuaria a la 
aparatosa geniflexión, como si cada una de ellas personificara una secuencia de la acción de 
todo el grupo, de acuerdo con las rúbricas del drama litúrgico.51
The Navarrese model ties in with the importance acquired by other canonical 
examples. In Amiens, the three Kings advance from the jambs towards the Adoration 
of the Virgin and Child in the mullion,52 thus creating a variable with remarkable 
descent. Even in the portal of Notre Dame in Paris, with a clear stylistic and 
iconographic precedence for our Navarrese work, a composition of this style has been 
assumed.53 There is a similar scheme in the Puerta de Reloj in Toledo cathedral54 and 
Mahn suggested this possibility for the southern portal of Leon cathedral, although 
Azcarate does not accept this.55 However, the innovation of Olite lies in narrative 
breadth of the episode and in the fact that the Magi walk from the voussoirs. In the 
adoption and adaptation of the classical models, our exemplars offer the most original 
and outstanding innovations. As professor Moralejo has demonstrated, “the same 
formula appears more elaborate in the portal of Santa Maria de Olite in Navarre, 
the same as in those cases in which the narrative unfolds in column statues, we find 
an original concept of the architectural space as a unified dramatic space, in which 
a single scene or episode usually extends across different frameworks and contexts. 
However, at the same time, this homogeneity of the architectural scene also implies 
a hierarchical expression of the contents of the themes: the Virgin and Child are 
generally given a privileged position, in the center of the tympanum, while the 
Kings appear in relatively subordinate locations. The ontological difference between 
‘Magi’ and ‘Majesty’ —referring to the majesterial work of Forsyth— is thus made 
explicit, according to the theophany that distinguishes this episode from a mere 
story.”56
The Virgin with Child would be a Madonna Magis, acting as an image of devotion 
of cultic icon like a Madonna in Magis. As Rosa Alcoy has noted in other cases: 
“Consequently, the action of the Magi reinforces the first Epiphany. It parallels the 
dynamic end of the journey by means of the presents that make up the offertory 
Child and the Magi.” As is customary, “the Magi make use of a dynamic progression of attitudes from 
statuesque postures to ostentatious genuflection, as if each one personified a portion of the actions of the 
entire group, in line with the rubrics of the liturgical drama”. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. La fachada...: 183.
51. “the Magi make use of a dynamic progresión of attitudes from statuesque postures to ostentatious 
genuflection, as if each one personified a portion of the actions of the entire group, agreeing with the 
rubrics of the liturgical drama”. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. La fachada...: 183.
52. Sauerlander, Willibald. La scuplture...: plate 126.
53. Sauerlander, Willibald. La scuplture...: 153.
54. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La puerta del reloj...: figure 70. 
55. Azcárate, José María. Arte Gótico en España. Madrid: Cátedra, 1990: 100. See also: Franco Mata, Ánge-
la. Escultura gótica en León. León: Institución Fray Bernardino de Sahagún, 1975: 92.
56. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. La fachada...: 181.
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ceremony and also thanks to the apparatus of the ‘Icon’ that primarily draws the gaze, 
directing it towards the central path.”57 A similar organization shapes the expression 
of some altarpieces, those with which it is possible to see some commonality, even 
though we do not know in which direction the influence flows.
The example in Olite advocates for the treatment of volume and space as a func-
tion of the value of the set, in such a manner that the volumetric projection of the 
images is directly proportional to the significance of the role they play. This is one of 
the major characteristics and achievements of this structure.
Figures also converge towards the central figure from the right. The layout and 
organization follows the same pattern as the opposite side and, as on the left, a 
group begins its journey towards the center. The figures are fairly heavily damaged, 
but they range in size and the dynamism is notable in all of them. Their clothing, 
pipes and satchels all proclaim their pastoral status. The scene would appear to be 
the Adoration of the Shepherds.58
As Perez Higuera has noted, the clear advancing of the poor, along with the an-
gel’s presence, as occurs in the opposite scene with the angel making a “Pendant,” 
all clarify the representation as an Adoration, defending the movement towards 
the central image.59 The Child leans lightly towards the opposite side of the scene 
and the generalization of the Annunciation to the shepherds appear to complicate 
the idea. However, the importance in Navarre of the drama of the “Officium Pasto-
rum,” as the very inscription on the cartouche of the Child of the Virgin of Irache 
establishes,60 reveals a tradition that supports this proposed identification.
Assuming this is true, and because of the symmetrical organization, we can speak 
of a project of “paralellismus membrorum.” The adoration of the Magi obliges the 
gentiles to recognize their God, while the shepherds personify the part of the Jewish 
community who also came to realize, leaving their own faith behind and being the 
first to worship him. Presumably, this affinity of meanings decided the particular 
combination adopted. There are precedents in the tympanum of Magdalena de 
Vezelay, where the Magi and the shepherds come to venerate an image of the Virgin 
with the Child —priestly, majestic and larger in size, stripped of any family ties.61 
Vezin described the theme of the French tympanum as a mixed scene.62 Without 
recognizing any direct relationship between the Gallic and the Navarrese, the two 
57. Alcoy, Rosa. “Acerca de algunas epifanías extemporáneas. La llegada al otro mundo y la iconografía 
de los Reyes Magos”. Boletín del Museo Instituto Camón Aznar, 27 (1987): 54.
58. García Gainza, Concepción, dir. Catálogo Medieval de Navarra III...: 280, mentioned the annunciation 
to the shepherds. Fernández Lareda, Clara. La escultura... has already identified the adoration.
59. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La perta del Reloj...: 11.
60. Fernández Lareda, Clara. Imaginería medieval...: 59. For the liturgical drama, in addition to the works 
cited above, see: Young, Karl. The Drama of Medieval Church. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933; Dono-
van, Richard B. The liturgical drama in medieval Spain. Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1958.
61. The exemplar in Vezelay appears in: Beaudequin, Gabriel. “Les représentations sculptés de l´Adoration 
des Mages dans l áncien diozèse d'Autum à l'époque romane”. Cahiers de Civilitatión Medievale, 3 (1960): 
figure 1.
62. Vezin, Gilbert. L´Adoration et le cycle des mages dans l´art chretien primitif. Etudes des influences orientales et 
greques sur l´art chretien. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1950: 21. Vezin thinks there is a Helenistic 
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do admit some commonalities. However, there are closer precedents, specifically, 
in a spire of Tudela cathedral, the narration of the Magi is connected to one of the 
shepherds in a similar composition, thus certifying a custom that, together with the 
documented celebration of the mysteries, corroborates this idea. The representation 
of the Magi is offset symmetrically to that of the shepherds, which, as Perez Higuera 
has underscored, “appears to be modeled on the compositional formula of the wise 
men coming from the East.”63
With the Adoration of the Kings of the Orient, representantes o delegados de la hu-
manidad pagana convertida al cristianismo, se alude a la conversión de los gentiles, por exten-
sión a los fieles en general.64
This probably decided the entire organization. Note how the Magi face towards 
the Virgin, but just above them, on the same axis, is the Baptism. On the one hand, 
the theophanic character of the Epiphany culminates in the Baptism, aware of the 
fact that the Baptism is connected with the first theophany, intimately linked from 
its origins to the liturgical celebration of the Epiphany.65 Furthermore, the feast of 
the sixth of January is reserved mainly to celebrate the baptismal Epiphany.
Altering the ordinary rhythm of the sequences of the cycle of Christ’s Childhood 
by moving the Presentation to the opposite corner, makes it dependant on the Bap-
tism and creates a reciprocal relationship. It breaks the usual distributional norms 
and connects the Presentation with the shepherds in the voussoirs. The shepherds 
march towards the central image, but along the same diagonal line, they also are 
included in the Presentation, repeating the similar schema of the Magi. The liturgi-
cal feast of the Presentation is for the Jews what the Baptism is for the Gentiles.
Both scenes contain abundant theophanic qualities, reinforcing the central 
theophany or Epiphany that, as such, occupies the core of the composition. “The 
tradition of the kings is compared to that of the shepherds, who were associated with 
different segments of the Jewish community.”66 And this connection, enhancing the 
character of the parallelismus membrorum, explains the choices made.
The movement of both groups clarifies their meaning. The greater relevance of 
the Magi is emphasized by the rhythm of their advance from left to right. If we in-
voke the connotations of spatial hierarchy, nothing appears odd; the shepherds, of 
lesser dogmatic importance than the wise men, move from left to right. As such, in 
spite of following trends and common templates, the work contains a complex and 
intentional articulation.
A perfectly structured system is formulated where even the smallest details are 
linked in order to highlight and clarify each of the possible meanings of the unified 
influence that having been used in some sarcophagi, appears also in the amphoras of Monza; he believes 
it was a formula that disappeared quickly.
63. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La puerta del Reloj...: 59.
64. “representatives or delegates of Pagan humanity converted to Christianity, alluding to the conversion 
of the gentiles and by extension, the faithful in general.” Alcoy, Rosa. Acerca de algunas epifanías...: 49.
65. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La puerta del reloj...: 76.
66. Alcoy, Rosa. Acerca de algunas epifanías...: 49.
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project, which, starting from intermediate stages, is structured around the function 
of an ecclesiological reading of the program. 
Furthermore, we witness a remarkable transformation in converting both of the 
voussoirs —generally occupied by individual, static and forward-facing figures— into 
a potentially active and narrative zone where the sacred drama can be developed. 
Although it should be noted that these changes had already appeared on the jambs 
in Amiens, as Willianson demonstrated,67 the Navarrese work again breaks with 
normal solutions and uses them for its own necessity.
The portal of Olite also includes an apostolate. The inclusion of the apostolate is 
also innovative both from a structural and iconographic point of view. The composi-
tional schema develops its own formula that, together with the strength of tradition, 
generates a long-lived format in Navarrese art, as can be seen in the portal of San 
Cernín del Cerco in Artajona and some similarities with the Holy Sepulcher in Estella.
The apostles are distributed between two symmetric groups on either side of the 
entrance, following a common plan. The statues depart from the usual arrangement 
of the series along the jambs, where, noticeably leaning, they create a type of cohort 
that accompanies the faithful towards the entrance. A distinct solution appears here; 
the location, the alignment and completely smooth frame that surrounds them, 
they appear to await the visitor with arrogance. The variant of the apostolates in 
running niches was common in the Romanesque era, but it was presumably Gothic 
models that influenced this example, given that the gallery of kings presents certain 
similarities. Olite could well tailor that template to suite its own needs.
There are no concrete rules for the distribution of the saints within the apos-
tolate. With the exception of Peter and Paul, based on their status as pillars of the 
community, lead the group —one on either side. The lack of identifying attributes 
precludes the recognition of some statues.68 The size of the figures, their posture, 
gestures and looks divide the apostles into pairs. The collection starts from the ad-
vances in the canonical models to rely on an animated narration. Even the slight 
break with the furthest figure and its turn towards the door is a compositional re-
source used to offer a more closed, dynamic and ordered sequence. 
The third figure from the right is of extraordinary originality. Its distinct attitude, 
the bearing and majesty of the image, make it stand out from its neighbors. The 
classicism that it brings to a portion of the trumeau is exceptional; its dependence 
on the Beau Dieu suggests an adaptation. From the position of the missing arms and 
the gestures, it can be deduced that it is blessing. The clothing reinforces the differ-
ence. Instead of the widespread use of a tunic and mantle in their many varieties 
as clothing for such groups, this figure wears a distinct set of liturgical attire. Ad-
ditionally, the image stands independent, unrelated to the other members. It was 
conceived of as an autonomous character and with tremendous solemnity as befits 
its superior stature. The decoration confirms the argument: the band of foliage that 
runs along the frieze was deliberately interrupted beneath this sculpture. Instead, 
67. Willianson, Paul. Escultura Gótica...: 220
68. I have identified these attributes in Lahoz, Lucía. Contribución...: 95-96.
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the plant fronds are replaced by animated motifs, in the manner of marmousset, 
whose forms coincide with the usual decoration of mullions. A close similarity to 
the arrangements under the Beau Dieu of Amiens is clear.
Given all these resemblances —of attitude, treatment, solemnity, bearing— 
recognizing this sculpture as the key figure is quite possible, and thus thinking 
of it as a representation of Christ presiding over the apostles does not seem too 
adventurous, even though the lack of parallel examples for support might undermine 
the thesis. In any case, the peripheral condition of the work justifies these alleged 
transgressions, the sculptures being exceptional in both its era and cultural context. 
However, if the hypothesis were confirmed, we would find ourselves with a wealth 
of surprising novelties. Somehow, the intention to condense into a single portal that 
which had been spread round several in other programs generated the underlying 
modifications. The solution makes clear how the adaptation of the program functions 
where there are substantial differences from Peninsular Gothic.69
The portal is rounded out by the abundant decoration that lines the jambs. An 
analysis of the decoration reveals the following surprise: the designs captured there 
support the chosen set of ideas, embodied in a marginal iconography with particular 
aspects highlighted. This liminal production is of added interest because it illustrates 
the stylistic affiliations of the Navarrese workshop and reveals its chronology.
A lengthy display of motifs of various kings populates the jambs. Depictions of 
plants are mixed with heraldic elements and alternate with real and fantastic ani-
mals and each in turn is elaborated with ornamental architectural forms, although 
not free of semantic nuances. All the images abound with copious biblical imagery: 
Old Testament stories, quotations from the New Testament and apocalyptic motifs 
combined with a sly reference to the signs of the zodiac and the labors of the months.
The works of the early Church Fathers are inscribed in a lobed medallion with 
square corners. The frame is elegant and the pattern repeats a type used in the 
southern transept of Notre Dame in Paris, produced around 1258-1265, and denot-
ing such an origin.70 The motif is too generic to confirm the stylistic dependence, 
but the concurrence of other series of elements and influences reinforces the idea.
On the interior of the jamb, there is a collection of several diamond shaped forms 
with alternating Fleurs-de-Lis and castles. These are emblematic representations of 
the symbols that refer to the kingdoms of France and Castile, both extremely com-
mon in the time of Saint Louis.71 However, as suggested by Martinez de Aguirre and 
Menendez Pidal,
69. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “Modelo, copia y originalidad, en el marco de las relaciones artísticas his-
pano-francesas (siglos XI-XIII)”, V Congrés Espanyol d´Història de l´art. Barcelona, 29 d’octubre al 3 de novembre 
de 1984, Joaquín Yarza, Francesca Bertran Español, eds. Barcelona: Manuel Company, 1987: I, 101.
70. Willianson, Paul. Escultura...: figure 227.
71. Martínez de Aguirre, Javier; Menéndez Pidal, Faustino. Emblemas Heráldicos en el Arte Medieval Na-
varro. Pamplona: Departamento de Educación, Cultura, Deporte y Juventud del Gobierno de Navarra, 
1996: 219.
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para lo que aqui nos interesa, es particularmente significativa la existencia de un zócalo 
labrado en que ambos emblemas se combinan, justamente en la Sainte Chapelle, mandada 
construir por San Luis y terminada en 1248.72 
As they point out, the author who carved it must have known the Parisian work, 
providing us with a date post quem for the Navarrese collection and a sphere of 
dependence. There is also a decoration of Fleurs-de-lis arranged in convergent and 
divergent forms. This solution also proclaims its French precedence.73
In the same jamb there is a rampant lion. Such a beast also appears in the Puerta 
de Reloj in Toledo Cathedral, which Martinez de Aguirre and Perez Higuera have 
linked to the one in Navarre.74 However, in my opinion, their differences do not 
merit defending a connection between the two. While Toledo Cathedral, presumably 
completed much later, has a heraldic bearing and character, the example in Olite 
lacks this function, which the history itself invalidates. In fact, the resort to the Fleur-
de-Lis was imposed by the force of the historical developments and the alliances 
between the respective monarchies; no event —neither dynastic, nor political— 
substantiates the use of the Castilian emblem for the Navarrese example, which is 
thus completely alien. Even the sculptural treatment rejects such considerations. 
The lion of Olite completes the wildlife that inhabits the pillars, whether or not it 
fulfils a moralizing or simply ornamental function. Its execution contains palpable 
differences from the example in Toledo, negating the alleged similarities, with only 
the limited technical skill in common. Furthermore, their divergent functions also 
repudiate such a relationship.
The rose window is in the purest French tradition. Its forms match those of its 
time, similar to the radiant air that dominates in the cathedral in Paris. The struc-
ture in Navarre matches the first Gothic rose window, envisioned by Suger of Saint 
Denis. That window also illuminated the gallery of a high altar, similarly located on 
the western façade. The strong dependence of the Navarrese work on models from 
across the Pyrenees, and the royal and prototypical character of the French abbey 
sustain the idea of this probable precedence, while the probable historic relationships 
between Saint Denis and Olite support the idea of a familiarity and French influence.
The stylistic affiliations of the Navarrese create some problems, especially when 
determining the workshops or masters active in its creation. In contrast to the una-
nimity in the dating, more diversity can be seen when defining and clarifying the 
masters and workshops who worked there.75 Ultimately, the solution is not so sim-
ple, given that, as Recht has already noted, this is an attempt at analysis that appeals 
72. “for that which interests us here, the existence of a carved plinth in which both elements are com-
bined is particularly significant, in Saint Chapelle itself, which Saint Louis had built and completed in 
1248”, Martínez de Aguirre, Javier; Menéndez Pidal, Faustino. Emblemas Heráldicos...: 219.
73. Martínez de Aguirre, Javier; Menéndez Pidal, Faustino. Emblemas Heráldicos...: 219.
74. Martínez de Aguirre, Javier; Menéndez Pidal, Faustino. Emblemas Heráldicos...: 219; Pérez Higuera, 
María Teresa. La Puerta del Reloj...: 116.
75. All of the theories surrounding the dating are considered in: Lahoz, Lucía. Contribución...: 106; they 
need not be considered further here.
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to nature and intensity of the changes that determined the creation and diffusion 
of art in the past.76
In the execution of the project, differences emerge which suggest the involvement 
of many hands. However, given the narrow focus and homogeneity of its influences, 
it seems possible to defend the involvement of a single workshop composed of several 
craftsmen. We cannot forget that we are looking at a provincial work, with the 
added difficulty that this entails. On one hand, as Kurmann has noted, “no written 
source shows us the functioning of the workshops of stone sculptors organized for 
the stonework of the great cathedrals.”77 This case is even stronger for peripheral 
works and places. On the other hand, the concepts of models, appropriations, 
copies, confluences and influences have not been clarified in art historiography, and 
even less so in medieval historiography. In the third place, the disappearance of key 
works often impedes the establishment of an evolutionary chain that would codify 
the rhythm of these accreditations. Fourthly, the established masters would not 
have left their locations, but rather this would have been more common among the 
apprentices and less well-known producers, thus entailing an individual solution in 
the morphological reinterpretations of the great lineages, that in many cases is not 
easy to define.78 Fifthly, we must keep in mind the visual culture of the artisans, 
which was not created at the same pace during the same eras, since sometimes the 
artists belonged to two or even three successive and coexisting generations, as Recht 
has already pointed out.79 Sixth, as recent lines of research are making clearer, 
the impact of transmission and the importance of the template or model books 
that doubtless circulated with greater intensity should be noted. Finally, we have 
ignored the versatility of local artists in adopting foreign fashions and models and 
their capacity to work simultaneously in both styles, as Moralejo has illustrated.80
The execution of the tympanum and the voussoirs was by an artist, trained at 
Notre Dame or within its sphere of influence, as Perez Higuera has already reported.81 
In some reliefs, a certain constraint dominates, in clear contrast to the three-
dimensionality and volumetric sense of the abutments. We do not know if this was 
generated by technical deficiency or was due to a symbolic role, giving a marked 
spatial projection to the main pieces in the set. The organization of the reliefs itself 
and their placement suggests the possibility of the influence of patrons —we know 
that this system was common,82 and may even suggest the use of three-dimensional 
76. Recht, Roland. “La circulation des artistes”...: 6.
77. Kurmann, Peter. “Mobilité des artistes”...: 23.
78. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. Modelo, copia...: 102.
79. Recht, Roland. “La circulation des artistes”...: 6.
80. Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. Modelo, copia...: 102.
81. Pérez Higuera, María Teresa. La puerta del Reloj...: 31 and following.
82. This was suggested by Peter Kurmann: El texto de Troyes atestigua que en las canterías de las catedrales 
góticas se conocían patrones diseñados, no solo para los vidrieras sino también para la escultura monumental en pie-
dra (The text of Troyes attests that in the stonework of the Gothic cathedrals, design patterns were well 
known, not only for the glasswork, but also for the monumental sculptures). Kurmann, Peter. “Mobilité 
des artistes...”: 24.
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templates, more common than has been previously thought.83 The character of 
the compositions in Olite seems to influence and suggest these suppositions. The 
master was better equipped for the elaboration of the round forms than for the great 
reliefs, somewhat crude and heavy. The composition of the reliefs, well executed, 
retain their sculptural autonomy and outline a related series of events, although the 
figures demonstrate little norms and a certain heaviness. However, the statues of 
the Magi display a much higher quality of design and execution. In their formation, 
they reveal Parisian echoes and classical notes can be detected, both better realized 
in these statues. As Perez Higuera has noted, the artisan assimilated the methods of 
working from Notre Dame in Paris; by their formation, these sculptures are linked 
to the works on the lintel of the doorway of the north transept, dated around 1240-
1259 and also displaying a cycle of Christ’s Infancy.84 Given the recent claims about 
the visual culture of the artists, everythingindicates Paris as the cultural horizon and 
the for the training of the artist responsible for the doorway of Sanata María la Real.
In the design of the Magi, one can see an affinity with the image of the king, 
Childebert, from Saint Germain des Près, dated around 1240-1244.85 The appearance 
and the demeanor of the kings appears to be a reinterpretation of that image. The 
details of the hair coincide and the same holds for the crown of Herod, also similar 
to the French monarch. Despite the provincial situation of Olite, these ties declare, 
at the very least, a familiarity and that the time between the two had not passed in 
vane. 
The similarities of the program indicate a connection with the works in the tran-
sept of Notre Dame of Paris. There, as Sauerlander has indicated, the three kings are 
included in niches converging towards a central image,86 which is significant.
A connection has also been claimed between this first artist in Olite and the first 
workshop in Toledo, to which Perez Higuera ascribes part of the tympanum and the 
figures in the jambs. However, in my opinion, the obvious differences lead us to 
question this identification of the hands. The closest affinities would be in the Magi 
and the image of the Virgin on the lintel, but the modes in Toledo speak of a master 
with greater expertise, an artist more classical in his forms, slightly superior and 
probably more advanced. In spite of all of this, the templates and models are similar. 
By contrast, the noted similarities between the tympana do not link them so closely. 
Undoubtedly, there is a compositional and thematic proximity, but the execution 
is more distant. Also, the links defended between the programs should be clarified, 
since the principle ideas and the readings differ. 
In any case, that this first artisan of Olite is related to Paris is a thesis without ar-
gument. The production by the master of the Infancy of Christ on the north portal 
83. Kurmann, Peter. “Mobilité des artistes...”: 24; professor Español has already noted the existence of 
model carvings, figures and scenes in plaster; see: Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del cono-
cimiento artístico”: 86. 
84. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: 152.
85. The image of the king can be seen in: Willianson, Paul. Escultura...: figure 219.
86. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: 152.
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of Notre Dame, executed around 1250, determined the sculptural company where 
the team that made the Olite tympanum received their training.
The precedence of the apostolate resists clarification. It is imbued with a cer-
tain eclecticism, more apparent than real, determined by the sources from which 
it originated. The canon of four apostles closest to the entrance should be noticed. 
The treatment of the drapery and the very composition of the figures connects them 
to some of the apostles in Saint Chapelle, especially Saint James.87 The complexion 
of the body and the handling of his clothes must be considered a reinterpretation 
of those in Saint Chapelle, even if the features of the face, which are a proverbial 
clumsiness, are not. A certain dependence also appears in the companions of the 
quartet. The singular arrangement of Saint Paul’s fingers on seizing his sword rein-
force these connections. It repeats the gesture of a Parisian apostle holding the disc 
with the Cross of the Consecration,88 as well as a Franciscan cord wrapped around 
one of the following figures.89 The extraordinary rarity of the gesture, although it 
has some dissemination, indicates a very close knowledge that shows our master 
learning some of his trade in the making of the Parisian series from around 1248, 
sponsored by Saint Louis. However, a dating of 1264-1267 has been recently pro-
posed for the larger images of the apostles.90 All of this leads us to the conception of 
the visual culture among the apprentices.
The rest of the apostles exhibits a different treatment. The other disciples in Olite 
demonstrate a more classical conception —solemn, with an assimilation of already 
outdated forms from Amiens. In any case, this confluence of echoes from Picardy 
is not at all surprising, as once the works of the portal were finished, some of the 
masters went to Paris where they would advance the sculpture of the mid century. 
As Sauerlander has already adduced, “the starting point of the style” —referring to 
the apostles in the Parisian royal chapel— “comes from the west façade of Notre 
Dame in Paris, and especially the Final Judgment” but the Beau Dieu on the mullion 
of Amiens constitutes the intermediate stage.91
It is from this confluence of styles that the apostolate in Olite finds its full ex-
planation and genesis; this also unites modes seen in a king, originally in the north 
portal of Notre Dame and today conserved in the museum of Cluny.92 All the re-
spective features proclaim solemnity, a treatment of the heavy cloth, depth, thin 
87. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: plate 108.
88. The gesture of the Parisian apostle appears in: Mâle, Emile. El arte gótico: iconografía de la Edad Media y 
sus Fuentes. Madrid: Encuentro, 1986: figure 16.
89. In the Apostolado of Saint Chapelle, Saint John is wrapped in a Franciscan cord that, as Anne Weber 
suggests, emphasizes the Franciscan humility practiced by the king in connection with the possession of 
an example of this relic that belonged to the king’s treasure. See Weber, Anne. “Les grandes et les petites 
statues d´apôtres de la Sainte-Chapelle de Paris. Hypothèses de Datation et d´interpretation”. Bulletin 
Monumental, 2 (1997): 91. 
90. Weber, Anne. Les gandes et les petites...: 91.
91. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: 151.
92. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: figure 151.
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faces— some more than others, serious, with careful hair and establishing a gestual 
dialogue between them. 
In the same way, the image identified as the Savior, with an extraordinary gravi-
ty, can be considered an evolved derivation of the Beau Dieu in Picardy, which seems 
the most evident, in full agreement with the currents then flowing out of Paris.
Defending an origin for the community of the workshop in Olite, independently 
of the masters who can be identified, gives the closest link and is in full agree-
ment with the Parisian artistic events. As Sauerlander notes, “The apostles of Saint 
Chapelle can be compared only with the narrative and friendly genre that came to 
light simultaneously of a little after the north transept of Notre Dame in Paris.”93
It remains to note the precedence of the reliefs on the jambs. It should be noticed, 
as noted at the time, the close dependency again on the formulas in the French 
capital, where the examples of the chapel, like the cathedral, are definitive, credits 
that emphasize and reinforce the French origin of the Navarrese workshop.
All of the above confirms that the heterogeneity is more apparent than real, 
and that the workshop depended directly on Parisian sculpture from around 1250, 
assembling and assimilating its forms and finally until 1265-1267, if we bear in 
mind the new chronology proposed by the royal chapel. The regional traditions of 
secondary importance, or rather the provincial traditions, barely register and once 
again, the very historical process favored the dependence. The focus of Toledo, where 
some degenerate traces of Parisian construction can undoubtedly be observed, has 
tried to intervene in the path of Paris-Olite, but to proclaim a connection between 
the workshops appears to us more risky. However, it should not be forgotten that 
there is an air of familiarity, facilitated by the shared original focus. Moreover, the 
chronology itself denies any such linkage as we will try to show.
The historical situation provides the channels of arrival from Paris, although it 
is more difficult to establish the moment of the avalanche of such borrowings. To 
begin with, the abundant references to Parisian artistic creations from the middle of 
the century are surprising. The dependence is so narrow that it undercuts the pos-
sibility of an artist or workshop with different hands that has been trained in such 
works and immediately leaves for Olite. It seems strange to reproduce such an ac-
cumulation of details with such precision when it takes so much time; if we accept 
the traditional dating of 1280-1300, that is 30-50 years. The necessary changes over 
time that would have made possible the reflection of secondary or later styles to 
those of the portal are completely alien, as, this style arrived in Navarre directly, in 
its pure state, without contamination or transferences from more advanced styles. 
The minimal alternation between the two works explains the little, or lack of, influ-
ence of more modern currents. Furthermore, the historical and dynastic events are 
an even more compelling reason to reject such a permeation.
A review of the history of Navarre can help us. The work must have been 
executed at a moment, within the second half of the thirteenth century, when the 
relations with France, and especially with Paris, were fluid. Such a special situation 
93. Sauerlander, Willibald. La sculpture...: 151.
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is recorded during the reign of Theobald II. In 1255, he married the daughter of 
Saint Louis, the very same king that commissioned Saint Chapelle, which continues 
to be a remarkable coincidence. This established close and intense relations between 
both kingdoms. Even as the historiography has emphasized: La gestión política de 
Teobaldo II está marcada por la influencia de su suegro, manifestada ya desde el momento 
de la boda.94 This influence must also have made its appearance in the artistic field. 
Also, as Garcia Arancon noted, en el reinado de Teobaldo II se produce un interesante 
movimiento de cesiones del patronato de las Iglesias de villas francas a favor del monarca.95
The Navarrese political situation also supports the idea: Con el más alto eclesiástico 
distanciado de la corona y los caballeros infanzones coaligados en las juntas de Obanos, el rey 
no podia enajenarse el apoyo de las buenas villas.96 Of those towns, Olite was one of the 
most influential. The royal residences of the monarch were in Estella and Olite, the 
palace in the latter being one of the most important. This palace, together with Tie-
bas, was the place where the resources of the crown were amassed. Moreover, the 
palace was right next to Santa Maria la Real and although it did not serve as a royal 
chapel, some ceremonies were held there with the participation of the monarchy. 
The palace of Theobald’s father-in-law, Saint Louis, was next to Notre Dame so it is 
not entirely incoherent to imagine a desire to imitate Paris, and it would suppose an 
alleged royal involvement in the work. The attraction of royal favor towards Olite is 
no surprise. The town has a royal palace and is one of the most beloved royal resi-
dencies. In fact, the king’s confrontation with the bishop of Pamplona must have 
influenced the adoption of the town for possible patronage, since, a work of this sort 
in Pamplona was unthinkable because of his rivalry with the cathedral.
Furthermore, in 1264, the monarch imposed a tax called the monedaje (a seigno-
rate coin) that was collected in 1265 and 1266. Two documents survive that contain 
the concession of this tax by the burghers of San Nicolas and Olite,97 although we 
do not know the fate of such taxes. Did the tax contribute to the religious works? 
The mystery remains. At the same time, the king spent the entire year in Navarre 
and while there, the intention or necessity might have arisen to produce a work 
that would decorate and exalt the church attached to his palace. But there still ex-
ists some more significant data. On the eleventh of March, 1267, from Saint Denis, 
Theobald II granted a fair to Olite for 15 days.98 Knowing the role that such fairs 
played and their contributions to building religious structures (think of the impulse 
94. “Theobald II’s political administration is marked by the influence of his father-in-law, apparent al-
ready from the time of his wedding”. García Arancón, Raquel. Teobaldo II de Navarra, 1253-1270. Gobierno 
de la monarquía y recursos financieros. Pamplona: Institución Príncipe de Viana, 1985: 46.
95. “during the reign of Theobald II, an interesting transfer of patronage occurred from the churches in 
free towns in favor of the monarch.” García Arancón, Raquel. Teobaldo II...: 60.
96. “With the highest clerics distanced from the throne and the noblemen allied together in the Obanos 
groups, known as the juntas infanzones de Obanos, the king could not alienate the support of the good 
towns.” García Arancón, Raquel. Teobaldo II...: 60.
97. García Arancón, Raquel. Teobaldo II...: 86.
98. García Arancón, Raquel. Teobaldo II...: 120.
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it meant in Saint Denis), I see no difficulty in supposing that part of their profits 
were deviated to the portal. 
From the above discussion and with the stylistic data as the basic indices of the 
argument, it seems valid to move the chronology of the portal of Olite forward to the 
reign of Theobald II. There is no evidence to shed light on the direct influence of the 
monarch on the Navarrese work, but the lack of chronicles of his reign may explain 
the silence of the sources. Thus, although Theobald II may not have patronized 
the work directly, these exchanges at least must have taken place during his reign. 
This places the façade at a date immediately after 1255, and thus the most feasible 
date would be around 1265, compared to the traditional chronology that proposed 
the last quarter of the thirteenth century. The donations documented around 1280 
would have been used to complete of the portal.
After 1269, the Navarrese monarch left the city and pressed his subjects to fi-
nance a crusade that diverted the economic resources into the African campaign 
where he met his death. In Olite, there was a general crisis at the end of the century 
that would have impeded the initiation of the monumental work during the com-
monly held start dates. The formal styles themselves assert an earlier date, returning 
to the older theory of Madrazo.99 However, the portal of Olite also includes a royal 
pair, but the low quality of the carving as well as being embedded in the voussoirs 
indicates a later execution. It must represent Queen Joanna of Navarre and her 
husband, Philip of France, as the iconography and the events that took place before 
the portal of Olite.100
On the left spandrel, there is a painted shield that replicates the coat of arms 
of Champagne and Navarre. Martinez de Aguirre and Menendez Pidal believe 
it was combined with another, on the other spandrel, possibly with the coat of 
arms of France, which would date the portal from the epoch of Joanna I.101 The 
existing heraldic symbol matches that of Theobald II and coincides with the dating 
advocated for the project. Everything in some way seems to indicate the monarch’s 
participation in the monumental work, although we do not know the degree of his 
involvement —either directly or indirectly. He undoubtedly facilitated the register 
and context in which the work was developed, thus making it possible to consider 
him a patron, whether it be in a real sense, in the sense of aiding in the cost, or 
ultimately, even in a figurative sense, since he facilitated the artistic channels. Given 
the existing data and based on prudence, this seems to be the best.
We know of the inclusion of Santa Maria in the political life of the city. Given the 
civic character of the style, the church’s bells served to convene the council, a func-
tion that proclaimed an involvement in local affairs and that coincides with what 
was also promoted in other elements of the program.
99. Madrazo, Pedro de. España. Sus monumentos y sus artes. Navarra y Logroño. Madrid: Establecimiento 
Tipográfico-Editorial de Daniel Cortezo y C.ª, 1919: 272.
100. I will not elaborate on this aspect as I have treated it more fully in: Lahoz, Lucía. “La imagen de la mu-
jer en el arte medieval”, El conocimiento de pasado. Una herramienta para la igualdad, Carmen Sevillano, Juana 
Rodríguez, Matilde Olarte, Lucía Lahoz, eds. Salamanca: Plaza Universitaria Ediciones, 2005: 269-273. 
101. Martínez de Aguirre, Javier; Menéndez Pidal, Faustino. Emblemas Heráldicos...: 222.
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Such a spectacular collection of innovations had repercussions on the 
development and evolution of subsequent Navarrese sculpture. The collection’s 
precedence affects the structural as well as the strictly ideological and iconographic 
elements. In it, a type of portal was specified that would be repeated in other nearby 
works. In this sense, a design of façade was formulated that can be seen in San 
Juan in Laguardia and San Saturnino in Artajona. And this effectively evolved into 
a model, creating its own school. With the portal of Olite, the artistic language of 
the kingdom of Navarre was modified and an avant-garde lexicon was established 
that would survive and change the tone of the monumental undertakings in the old 
kingdom. The doorway of Santa María la Real inaugurated the use of the Gothic in 
Navarre. This was enhanced by the familiarity with the new avant-garde principles 
that had just been formed in the Parisian orbit. Everything seems to indicate that 
Theobald II played an active role, either directly or indirectly, by provided for the 
arrival of new influences, thus following a fairly widespread solution in artistic 
practice: “The client, who in medieval times was already commonly recognized to 
hold a large roll in the process of artistic creation, in this perspective came to be a 
necessary element in the circulation and incorporation of more advanced forms in a 
territory foreign to them. The client’s cosmopolitanism made him an active subject 
in the aesthetic world, capable of advancing the translation of artistic models from 
the place where they emerged to more marginal areas in the process of creation; 
the client thereby contributed to the modification of the dominant language until 
then in use. His importance is undeniable.” This is what probably happened with 
Theobald II, whether it be through direct of indirect involvement, he facilitated the 
paths. Again, the center-periphery rhythm is confirmed.
From an iconographic viewpoint, it remains a strange similarity that in the 
same town, in the parish of San Pedro, the bell tower is decorated with a pictorial 
program similar to that in the monumental sculpture. The paintings, dating from 
around 1300, are perhaps a reproduction of the sculptural ensemble given that as 
in the doorway, the Virgin that the Magi worship is an icon; the progressive attitude 
of the Magi is maintained and the encounter with Herod also appears.102 The choice 
of an identical program for the tower may reflect the ancestry of the doorway. This 
coincidence is explained in the light of an existing rivalry between the two factories.
In any case, the Epiphany follows the rubrics of the liturgical drama and was in 
no way invented in Olite. We know that it was a format with an earlier tradition. 
However, the choice to decorate the portal seems to confirm its reach and perhaps 
certifies the existence and especially the validity of this type of celebration in the 
town, already previously documented in Navarre. On the other hand, this places 
the artwork in another perspective. With this kind of focus, it is converted into 
an excellent record for documenting the practice of liturgical representations of 
which no texts have survived and whose composition and sculptural arrangement 
these representations can confirm. Thus, a game of mirrors is created that increases 
102. Lacarra Ducay, Carmen. Aportación al estudio de la pintura mural gótica en Navarra. Pamplona: Insti-
tución Príncipe de Viana, 1972: 83 and following. 
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the documentary and historical value of the artwork beyond its merely artistic as-
pects.103 At the same time, this implies and delineates a good example of the use of 
other expressive registers and formats at the time when organizing and articulating 
the physical composition.
Among the features of models and formats discussed in this article, the central 
image gives us plentiful information, having an evident connection with the imagery 
of wooden sculpture. The image must be a copy of one of those used in the liturgical 
dramas. This would be an assimilation and adaptation of the model for significant 
causes, the format and template are conditioned and led by a representation that 
was intended to be dramatized. If we follow the chronology and stylistic affinities, 
the monumental work then becomes the model of an existing carving inside the 
church. This proposed solution sheds new light on the crisscrossing diffusion between 
monumental stone production and wooden sculpture, on the very organization of 
the workshops and even suggests a community of workshops able to satisfy both 
demands. In this sense, Rosa Alcoy has already pointed out affinities between the 
image of Treviana and the monumental production in the cathedral in Burgos de 
Osma.104 On the other hand, the heraldry indicates a connection of the Marian 
sculpture to the López de Haro, a family otherwise historically closely connected 
this town in Soria. All of this tends to show the community and versatility of the 
monumental workshop and its projection in the imagery.
From this perspective, the portal of Olite provides us with a wealth of informa-
tion about the wide range of possibilities that could influence the process of creat-
ing a work of art and the many resources that could be drawn upon at the time of 
building it.
The third and final case that we will focus on is the altarpiece of the Old Cathedral 
in Salamanca. The altarpiece is a privileged example for analyzing the assumptions 
of this article. The great altarpiece of the Old Cathedral represents, as all of the 
artistic historiography recognizes, one of the most extraordinary works of that 
“Autumn” of the Middle Ages. It combines the scope of the great altarpiece projects 
of Spanish production with the participation of foreign masters of the development 
of Gothic art. Its design was adapted to the apse and motivated by the breadth of 
the episodes portrayed. The cycle of Christ’s Infancy, Public Life, scenes from the 
Passion and the Triumph and Glorification of the Virgin are told through 53 panels 
distributed in five rows and eleven columns together with 20 medallions along the 
predella, inhabited by Old-Testament figures each identified by a plaque; the reading 
of the altarpiece proceeds from the bottom to the top and from left to right. In this 
103. On these relations with the art itself, see: Deyermond, Alan. “El auto de los Reyes Magos y el 
renacimiento del siglo XII”, Actas del IX Congreso de la Asociación Internacional de Hispanistas: 18-23 agosto. 
Frankfurt: Vervuert,1989: I, 187-194. See also: Cátedra, Pedro María. Liturgia, poesía y teatro en la Edad 
Media. Madrid: Gredos, 2005.
104. Alcoy, Rosa. “Virgen de Treviana,” Fons del Museu Frederic Marès, Cataleg d´escultura i pintura medievals, 
Francesca Español Bertran, Joaquín Yarza Luances, dirs. Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona, 1991: 
doc. 382. This could also be explained by the connections of the family of López de Haro, who had close 
ties to the village of Soriana.
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case, the extraordinary dimensions of the Salamancan pictorial project explain the 
presence of themes and the detailed description of others of lesser importance in 
the chosen sets. Such a situation represents one of the peculiarities of the work, as 
the scholarly literature has outlined. Today, the Virgin of the See presides over the 
work, but we do not know who occupied that place originally.105
In effect, these liturgical fixtures were converted during the fifteenth century 
into the most effective means of transmitting the religious message that was now 
projected towards the interior of the temple. The spaces are hierarchical and the 
high altar stands as the main focus, “it creates an independent microcosm that at-
tracted the attention of the faithful on two levels: as a gleaming reliquary, full of 
gold and colors, and as the locus from which religious and moral truth emanates.”106 
It is known that teaching took place through images, which constituted a genuine 
“visual text.” The Salamancan project stands out precisely for its narrative value, 
linked to its own catechetical value, where the scenes with sacramental and ec-
clesiological significance acquired greater importance, as the See deserved.
The brain behind the project was Dello Delli, a Florentine painter and a leader 
of the Gothic International style, who worked in Salamanca during the 1440s. The 
project likely began in 1439 and had been completed by 1445. However, in the 
medieval world, the authorship of a work corresponded more to the promoter than 
to the artist himself. Camon Aznar has already linked the work to the bishop Don 
Sancho of Castile, who directed the See during those years. The presence of the 
Italian in the city on the Tormes has been a point of speculation, superseding the 
thesis that credited the work to the initiative of Don Diego de Anaya, who most 
certainly arrived from Catalonia where he was documented as a sculptor in 1434. 
However, the work provides a good example of the travel of artists as a means of 
disseminating artistic knowledge and implementing more advanced artistic currents 
defining in the case of colonization. Nor can we ignore the involvement of the 
promoter Sancho de Castile, who was behind the commitment and thanks to whose 
initiative, the Salamancan artistic panorama was substantially modified.
Given the magnitude of the painted work, the participation of Dello Delli’s brothers, 
Nicolas and Sanson Florentino, has been assumed, as well as the intervention of 
his workshop, something that was common in these great endeavors, even though 
the general effect mattered more to the medieval mind than the differentiation of 
hands. Without doubt, the overall effect was treated very carefully in the work. 
In its tone, the work presents a magnificent synthesis of the advances achieved by 
contemporary Italian painting, the Tuscan school being most important among the 
influences, but the well-assimilated echoes of the Sienese and Venetian schools can 
105. The bibliography on liturgical implements is extensive, thus this represents only a selection: Gómez 
Moreno, Manuel. Catálogo Monumental...: 134-141; Gómez Moreno, Manuel. “Maestre Nicolao Floren-
tino y sus obras en Salamanca”. Archivo Español de Arte y Arqueología, 4 (1928): 7-26; Panera Cuevas, 
Javier. El retablo de la catedral Vieja y la pintura gótica internacional en Salamanca. Salamanca: Centro de 
Estudios Salmantinos, 1995; Yarza Luaces, Joaquín. “El retablo de la catedral de Salamanca”. Descubrir el 
arte, 17 (2000): 64-71.
106. Bialostocki, Jan. El arte del siglo XV. De Parler a Durero. Madrid: Istmo, 1998: 135.
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also be detected. In fact, the pictorial effect has more in common with the great 
Italian frescos that with Spanish altarpieces.107 Again, one can observe the center-
periphery contrast108 as a determining factor in the arrival of other influences, the 
adoption of new formats and the assumption of the most modern and innovative 
trends.
The architectural frameworks and highly theatrical stage setting enhance the 
work and display their skill at the time of the creation of the compositions. Indeed, 
they create a strong sense of the representation of space, as can be seen in the 
various panels where the urban scenes faithfully reproduce the new architecture 
being created in Italy, something Nieto Alcaide has already suggested.109 The solution 
demonstrates the effect of pictorial models as an active path for the introduction of 
brand new architectural examples that were being made in other, more advanced, 
areas, the adoption of which could also allude to or be derived from the visual 
culture of the artists, a possibility that more recent studies are claiming.110 It is 
somehow logical that these Italian artists reproduced the architectural models that 
were being applied in their homeland.
The altarpiece would be completed with the painting of the vault of the apse. 
Thus, on December 15, 1445, the chapter of the cathedral of Salamanca signed a 
contract with Nicolas Florentino for which they agreed to pay 75,000 maravedis for 
pintedes el cuerpo de la bóveda desde arriba hasta abaxo encima del retablo que agora está 
nuevamente puesto. But the document is richer, según en la forma e manera que con vos 
el dicho Nicolao fue acordado, e de las muestra e storia que vos mostrades debuxadas en un 
pergamino, and further on it insists: E yo el dicho Nicolao florentino, pintor, ansy otorgo y 
conozco por esta dicha carta que recibo de vos los dichos señores Dean e Cabildo a faser e pintar 
la dicha obra de la dicha capilla del dicho altar mayor de la iglesia desde lo alto fasto lo baxo 
de las muestras e estorias e debuxo que ove mostrado en un pergamino e debuxado.111 This 
gives us an idea of the systems and materials used by the artists in composing their 
works.112
107. This has already been mentioned by: Panera Cuevas, Javier. La restauración del retablo de la catedral 
vieja de Salamanca. Valladolid: Fundación del Patrimonio Histórico de Castilla y León, 2000.
108. For a preliminary study of this concept, see: Castelnuovo, Enrico; Ginzburg, Carlo. “Centro e 
Periferia”, Storia dell´Arte italiana 1. Questioni e metodi. Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1979: 283-352.
109. Nieto Alcaide, Víctor. “Modelo y artilugio. Dello Delli y los inicios de la arquitectura de Renacimien-
to”. Anales de Arquitectura, 4 (1993): 17-27.
110. This is made clear in the above cited studies of Recht (Recht, Roland. “La circulation des artistes”... 
or Recht, Roland. Le croire et le voir...) and Kurmann (Kurmann, Peter. “Mobilité des artistes...”).
111. “the painting of the body of the vault from the top to the bottom above the altar that is now newly 
placed there.”; “according to the form and manner that, with you, the stated Nicolas has agreed and from 
the examples and descriptions that you showed us sketched on parchment.” “and I, the said Nicolas Flo-
rentino, painter, thus give and recognize by this stated letter that I received from the said gentlemen, the 
Dean and Chapter, that I shall make and paint the said work of the said chapel of the said great altar of 
the church from the top to the bottom, from the examples and descriptions and sketch that I have shown 
and drawn on parchment”. I have followed the trascription by Panera Cuevas, Javier. La restauración del 
retablo...: 233-234 (doc. nº 8).
112. For a preliminary study, see Zanardi, Bruno. “Projet dessiné et ‘patrons’ dans le chantier de la pein-
ture murale au Moyen Age”. Revue de l´Art, 24 (1999): 2, 43-55.
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The history of Salvation is crowned with the magnificent Last Judgment that 
completely covers the shell of the apse. The iconographic project follows the usual 
outline of the eschatological story. For the chosen, a heavenly setting was selected 
and the procession towards the abyss, embodied as the mouth of a Leviathan, for 
the damned. As Nuñez states, obedece a un discurso poco tranquilizador que viene de-
terminado iconográficamente por el horror al Infierno y los tormentos que anuncian el cata-
clysmo113. The movement of the images is surprising as is the righteous character of 
Christ, turned towards the condemned, clad in only a loincloth, and indicating the 
wounds in his side with fury. The contrast between the calm of the celestial para-
dise and the histrionics of the damned is notable. The latter are completely naked, 
although, as Moralejo noted, given the character of their anatomies, the adjective 
“undressed” is more appropriate. Following the cliche of the condemned, all the 
social classes are included: bishops, kings, etc., while in the celestial realm only em-
phasizes the category of the chosen ones, without class differences.
The fresco displays a more advanced style than the altarpiece. The monumental 
character and the value placed on the nude are notable. It has even been described 
as a forerunner to Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel, which can be easily explained 
given the existence of common models on which both are based. However, as hap-
pens in those frontier works that are between one or another stylistic tendency, 
echoes of the international can still survive as shown by the smoothness exhibited 
in the figures of Saint John and the Virgin. Still, its progress is closer to Masaccio 
or Uccello. In 1983, Moralejo had already underlined the echoes of classical works, 
better understood as the first fruits of the Renaissance than as medieval survivals:
Pienso concretamente en una reminiscencia de un sarcófago de Maleagro —junto con un 
“galo moribundo” visto de espaldas y un posible Persa herido— que se encuentra entre los 
resucitados del Juicio Final de Salamanca. Sería, por supuesto inútil buscar o conjeturar 
modelos locales —incluso la procedencia del artista nos previene de ello. Estamos ya sin duda 
ante la acción rutinaria de libros de modelos que establecen el diálogo con la antigüedad en 
términos de una retórica, de una dicción formular: tales serían los cauces normales de la 
difusión y la provincialización del Renacimiento en el siglo XVI.114
113. “the work even obeys a slightly disquieting discourse that is iconographically determined by the 
horror of Hell and the torments that announce the cataclysm.” Núñez Rodríguez, Manuel. “Del milena-
rismo (s. XIII) a las grandes angustias escatológicas (siglo XIV)”, Milenarismos y Milenaristas en la Europa 
Medieval. IX Semana de estudios medievales. Nájera del 3 al 7 de agosto de 1998, José Ignacio de la Iglesia Duarte, 
coord. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 1999: 223.
114. “I am thinking particularly of the similarity to a sarcophagus of Meleager —together with a ‘dying 
Gaul’ seen from the back, and possibly a wounded Persian— that are found among the resurrected in 
the Final Judgment in Salamanca.” Of course it would be futile to search for or speculate about local 
models —even the source of the artist warns us against it. We are undoubtedly looking at the routine 
creation of books of models that established a dialogue with antiquity in terms of rhetoric and from a 
stylized speech: such would be the normal paths for diffusion and provincialization during the Renais-
sance of the sixteenth century” Moralejo Álvarez, Serafín. “La reutilización e influencia de sarcófagos en 
la España medieval”, Atti Colloquio sull reimpliego dei sarcofagi romano nel Medievo, Pisa 5-12 septiembre, 1982. 
Marburg: Lahn, 1984: 200-201.
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Based on Moralejo’s statement, might not those parchments contained in the 
contract be perhaps sketches of this sort? Panera has already interpreted them as 
sketches without going any further.115 In that sense, the documentation provides us 
with extraordinary information. It could be imagined that these sketches were not 
examples as deduced from the first part of the document, e de las muestras e estorias 
que vos mostrades debuxadas en un pergamino116 and in the second part, de las muestras e 
estorias e debuxo que ove mostrado en un pergamino e debuxado.117 Understood as the ex-
ample that has to be copied and imitated and as a sketch the project or general notes 
prior to the execution of a work of art, “sketches” suits these parchments better.
We know how frequently sample parchments formed part of the system of ap-
prenticeship for the artistic craft. As Bruno Zanardi has pointed out, Se ha avanzado 
recientemente la hipótesis que en la Edad Media la transferencia de diseños, según la natu-
raleza, se hace primero en pergamino, más tarde en papel118. The texts and the sources 
are explicit. In this sense, Cennino Cennini affirms the existence of small design 
projects in medieval stonework, and Dante himself confirms that painters habitu-
ally completed works based on models.119 In the documentation, these models take 
various names, as Español has suggested, Los documentos se refieren a ellos de forma 
genérica como libros, papeles o pergaminos de mostras, es decir, modelos120. In the case of 
Salamanca, the documentation is precise and mentions, muestra e historia que vos nos 
mostrates en pergamino121. These could correspond to those models that the artists 
had for composition, but they could also have been sketches. “During the Middle 
Ages, the existence of project designs in a smaller scale happened constantly.”122 The 
contract was made with the sketches and it was a method for the patron to adapt 
and condition the practice, repeating a widespread custom. As Español has noted:
los dibujos no solo estuvieron en el taller de los artistas con el fin de enseñar, recordar o 
repertoriar los posibles modelos; los clientes también se sirvieron de ellos como instrumento 
para controlar que la obra ejecutada se corresponde con lo pactado.123 
Along the same lines, Zenardi has stated that, la existencia de un tal diseño podría 
reducirse a un deseo más que legítimo de los comandatarios de un avance de la obra que van 
115. Panera Cuevas, Javier. La restauración del retablo...: 43.
116. “and from the examples and descriptions that you showed us sketched on parchment”.
117. “from the examples and descriptions and sketches that I have shown and drawn on parchment”.
118. “The hypothesis has been recently advanced that during the Middle Ages, the transmission of designs, 
as is natural, happened first on parchment and later on paper.” Zanardi, Bruno. “Projet dessiné...”: 43.
119. As shown in: Zanardi, Bruno. “Projet dessiné...”: 43 and 44, respectively.
120. “The documents refer to them generically as books, papers, or sample parchments, in other words: 
models”. Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del conocimiento artístico...”: 85.
121. “examples and descriptions that you showed us on parchment”.
122. Zanardi, Bruno. “Projet dessiné...”: 44.
123. “the drawings were not only in the workshop of the artists with the goal of teaching, recording or 
cataloging possible models; the models also served the clients as instruments for making sure that the 
completed work matched the work agreed on.” Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del cono-
cimiento artístico...”: 87.
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a pagar para decorar su iglesia o palacio.124 Thus, these sketches could also respond to 
the desire to know and control. For the present case, both possibilities seem to be 
indicated. In the event that they were preparatory sketches, notable for their rarity, 
it would be as professor Yarza already noted. De hecho son muy escasos en la pintura 
medieval e incluso menos frecuentes que en otras zonas.125 The same author, analyzing 
the sketches that appear in the altarpiece of Pubol, believes that these drawings 
might be compared with the books of sketches and models.126 Although we must 
not ignore the fact that this was an Italian artist working in Salamanca, and Italy 
was precisely where such solutions were most common. “From the beginning of 
the Trecento, in the documents of the stonework for wall paintings, payments for the 
completion of patterns are frequently cited.”127
The Spanish historiography has continued claiming the scarcity of such docu-
ments in the peninsula, but as professor Yarza has suggested:
es posible de acuerdo con lo que ocurre con los dibujos sueltos que fueran menos numerosos 
en lo hispano, pero no hay la menor duda de que existieron porque la documentación lo 
confirma, al menos en la corona de Aragón.128 
All of this gives greater value to the Castilian situation, given that they are not 
recorded, perhaps because of the scarcity of documents concerning artistic practice, 
something that contrasts with their abundance in the Catalan realms. Strangeness 
and great difficulty exaggerate the Salamancan testimony, and in this case, it is 
certain that the documentation refers to both forms, both sketches and to books 
of models. The situation in Salamanca would make up part of these innovations 
which Yarza alludes to.129 The artist Nicolas Florentino undoubtedly presented these 
examples, templates and sketches; we do not know whether by his own volition or 
requested by the cathedral chapter, but in this already very rich case, both possibili-
ties are conceivable.
124. “the existence of such a design could be reduced to an obviously legitimate desire by the patron to 
have some advanced knowledge of the art that they were going to pay for to decorate their church or 
palace. Zanardi, Bruno. “Project dessiné...”: 45.
125. “In fact, there are very rare in medieval painting, and even less frequent than in other areas”. Yarza 
Luaces, Joaquín. ¿Dibujos, esbozos, modelos? Bernat Martorel i la tardor del gòtic català: el context artístic del 
retaule de Púbol, Joan Molina Figueras, ed. Girona: Museu d’Art de Girona, 2003: 149.
126. Yarza Luaces, Joaquín. “¿Dibujos, esbozos, modelos?...”: 149.
127. Zanardi, Bruno. “Projet dessiné...”: 45.
128. “it is possible to agree with the fact that loose drawings were less numerous in Iberia, but there is 
not the slightest doubt that they existed, because the documentation confirms it, at least in the Crown of 
Aragon.” Yartza Luaces, Joaquín. “¿Dibujos, esbozos, modelos?...”: 164.
129. Una revisión de la producción catalana o, más amplia extendida a las coronas cristianas peninsulares nos pro-
porcionaría datos más fiables y quizás más de una sorpresa. Pero aunque que creemos que habría novedades, enten-
demos que es casi imposible que encontráramos algo tan intenso como lo que ofrece Martorel. A review of Catalan 
production, or, more widely, extended to the Christian kingdoms of the peninsula, would give us more 
reliable data and perhaps more than one surprise. However, even though we believe that there were 
other novelties, we understand that it is almost impossible to find something as extensive as that offered 
us by Martorel. Yarza Luaces, Joaquín. “¿Dibujos, esbozos, modelos?...”: 166. 
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In 1452, Leon cathedral chapter sent Nicolas Frances to Salamanca in order to see 
the painting of the Final Judgment and to create another that would exceed it. This 
fact gives us an idea of the work’s impact in Castile, while converting it into a prestig-
ious and renowned artwork that, in turn, produced another. This also elucidates the 
implications of the artist’s journey to introduce innovations. The artists must have 
been more mobile than has previously been believed. Travel as a path to knowledge 
could be a long journey or a shorter one as in this case. Thus, the work became a 
point of reference and had to enjoy and generate a certain amount of imitation.
The promoter of the work was the bishop Don Sancho of Castile. Don Sancho 
was one of the most notable prelates of the fifteenth century in the See of Salaman-
ca, holding the office from 1420 to 1446, and eventually held the office of rector of 
the university. He was Peter I’s grandson, and served as a member of the council of 
John II. During his prelature, the grand altarpiece was created and the painting of 
the choir was contracted. The arrival of the Delli brothers has been credited to his 
initiative. The bishop stands out as one of the most active promoters in fifteenth-
century Salamanca, as he founded the convent of the Isabellas and during his term, 
construction began on the main university building (the Escuelas Mayores), a second-
ary school (the Escuelas Menores), and the university hospital (Hospital del Estudio).
In a document from 1438, the bishop expressed his intention of being buried 
in the high altar. For Panera, everything follows a plan perfectly orchestrated by 
the bishop, even interpreting the choice of specific themes for the altarpiece to 
the dictates of the funerary functions. Rather than the creation of his own sphere, 
something highly improbable in a major cathedral chapel, what bishop Don Sancho 
did was to take advantage of the renewed presbyterial aspect to specify his final 
resting place, something that should be close to his devotion to the Virgin and the 
soteriological value that field enjoys in the economy of the Salvation, in addition to 
perpetuating his own memory. 
Panera supposes that the master of the tomb is the same person who made the 
framework of the altarpiece, which seems suspicious knowing the specialization 
of artistic work in those times, although it should also be noted that —as Valero 
showed— Dello Delli is documented as a sculptor in Barcelona130, but later reports 
present him to us as a master architect.131
The information that the Castilian cathedral presents us with is extremely rich. 
The sources confirm that the arrival of the artist from other, more advanced, 
areas defined and generated changes in artistic activity, something that has been 
generalized to other cases, such as professor Español has noted for Catalonia: 
El desembarco de novedades se produjo con la llegada de artífices formados en los centros 
130. Valero Molina, Joan. “L’escultura del segle XV a Santa Ana. Relacions amb els mestres del claustre 
de la catedral”. Lambar, 11 (1998-1999): 87-109; Valero Molina, Joan. “Julià Nofre y la escultura del 
gótico internacional florentino en la corona de Aragón”. Anuario del departamento de Historia y Teoría del 
Arte, 11 (1999): 59-76. This is the first study that documents him working in Barcelona, from which we 
hear that he had to leave for Salamanca. I would like to thank professor Francesc Fité for bringing this to 
my attention and for providing me with a relevant.
131. Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del conocimiento artístico...”: 90.
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punteros.132 Even the very name of Nicolas Florentino is extremely illustrative of this 
phenomenon, the etymology refers to his own Alpine country. On the other hand, 
it also denotes the loss on anonymity and the emergence of the artist who gradually 
achieved fame.
The arrival and mobility of the artist also came under the authority of the 
promoters, and this is the case with Dello Delli after his arrival in Salamanca, when 
he was given more important charges and commissions after his appointment 
as “senior master builder of the king of Castile, John II,” including the call from 
Alfonso the Magnanimous to his castle in Naples.133
The three cases analyzed here provide us with rich and varied information. The 
first resorted to Santiago de Compostela —at that time a true nerve center of artistic 
practice— to inspire a project whose intentions responded to not only artistic causes 
and motives, but were also influenced by ideological and celebratory reasons. In 
the case of Navarre, Paris was the focus from which artistic influence radiated, and 
Theobald II, who supplied or at least facilitated the new pathways and tastes that 
radically transformed artistic practice, must have been behind the adoption. In the 
third case, Italy was the active and extraordinary focus of the Gothic International 
style where artists were sought, or at least where they came from. The use of sketches 
in the artistic creation stands out, constituting a magnificent case of their use and 
application, independently of the interpretation given the works themselves. These 
are three examples that changed the tone of the immediate artistic production, 
although in every case their impact and importance did not produce results of the 
same intensity. Their particular disparities explain the differences in their treatment 
in this study, but, with three distinct foci and differing implications, as has been 
noted, they are each illustrative of artistic creation in the Middle Ages.
132. “the arrival of innovation was produced by the arrival of artists trained in the leading centers”. 
Español Bertran, Francesca. “La transmisión del conocimiento artístico...”: 90.
133. This was noticed by Panera Cuevas, Javier. La restauración del retablo...: 59; Yarza Luaces, Joaquín. “El 
retablo de la catedral de Salamanca”...: 69; Serra Desfilis, Amadeo. “’E cossa catalana’: la Gran Sala de 
Castel Nuovo en el contexto mediterráneo”. Annali di Archittetura. Revista del centro Internazionale di Studi 
di Architettura Andrea Palladio di Vicenza, 12 (2000): 14 (note 48). 
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ilustRAtion 1. dooRWAy of the chAins. cAthedRAl of 
ciudAd RodRigo.
ilustRAtion 2. lAte gothic dooRWAy. cAthedRAl of ciudAd RodRigo.
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ilustRAtion 3. chRist, sAint PeteR And sAint PAul. dooRWAy of the chAins. cA-
thedRAl of ciudAd RodRigo.
ilustRAtion 4. sAint PAul And sAint 
JAmes. dooR of the chAins. cAthedRAl 
of ciudAd RodRigo.
ilustRAtion 5. sAntiAgo. dooR-
WAy of the chAins. cAthedRAl 
of ciudAd RodRigo.
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ilustRAtion 6. sAntA mARíA lA ReAl in olite.
ilustRAtion 7. detAil of tymPAnum. dooRWAy of sAntA mARíA lA ReAl in olite.
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ilustRAtion 8. PARt of tymPAnum And left sPAndRel of sAntA mARíA lA ReAl in olite.
ilustRAtion 9. detAil of the mAgi. sAntA mARíA lA 
ReAl in olite.
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ilustRAtion 10. APostolAte. sAntA mARíA lA ReAl in olite.
ilustRAtion 11. Post of the dooRWAy of sAntA mARíA 
lA ReAl in olite.
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ilustRAtion 12. AltARPiece And vAult of 
the cAthedRAl of sAlAmAncA.
ilustRAtion 13. the finAl Judgement in the cAthedRAl of sAlAmAncA.
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